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AccorHotels is
the largest Hotel
Operator in
Singapore with 16
Hotels & Resorts
ccorHotels is now the
largest hotel group in
Singapore, with 12 hotels and more than 5400 rooms
across the city. From the iconic
and historic Raffles Singapore,
to the colourful, vibrant ibis
Styles Macpherson, the group
has a hotel for every taste and

A

budget. The Fairmont Singapore
and Swissotel The Stamford are
located atop Raffles City Centre,
boasting spectacular views and
sharing 15 of the city’s best bars
and restaurants between them
including the Michelin-starred
Jaan. At one of the city’s most
exciting entertainment precincts,

ibis opens
250th hotel
in Asia
Pacific
Swissotel The Stamford, Singapore

you will find the Novotel Clarke
Quay and Swissotel Merchant
Court, while the Grand Mercure
Singapore Roxy provides easy
access to the beaches of the East
Coast and Changi Airport. For
those seeking more luxury, the
playful SO Sofitel Singapore, set
within a heritage-listed building
and designed in conjunction with
Karl Lagerfeld, boasts a goldtiled rooftop pool and gorgeous
rooms that blend the best of Singapore with Parisian flair. Rounding out the group’s offerings is the
Sofitel Singapore Sentosa Resort
and Spa, boasting one of Asia’s
best day spas, glorious sea views
and a clifftop position just moments to Tanjong Beach. Those
on a budget can choose from

two ibis hotels – either the ibis
Singapore Novena or ibis Singapore on Bencoolen, with both offering affordable, quality accommodation in great locations. The
new Mercure Singapore Bugis
is centrally located just a short
walk from Bugis Junction and offers an infinity pool, rooftop garden and three restaurants and
bars. This year the group will add
a further 1000 rooms with a new
Sofitel Singapore City Centre in
lively Tanjong Pagar and a Novotel and ibis complex at Stevens
Road. With such a diverse range
of hotels, you will always feel welcome with AccorHotels when you
visit the Lion City. AccorHotels will
continue to look at new business
models for growth in 2017.

he ibis family of brands
is set to open its 250th
hotel in Asia Pacific with
the launch of ibis Singapore
Stevens Road in 2017. With
a
global
network
reaching more than 1050 hotels
in 59 countries, the ibis family
covers the ibis brand (quality,
consistency, value); ibis Styles
(design-led, bright, all-inclusive
bed, breakfast and broadband);
and ibis budget brands (nifty,
casual, affordable) to suit every
traveller looking for value for
money and the assurance of a
global name. Ibis Singapore
Stevens Road will feature 528
rooms, a lobby bar/café and
gym and will be located adjacent to a 254-room Novotel so
guests can use the amenities of
both including an outdoor pool.

T

Sofitel Hotels and
Resorts extends
luxury network
his year is shaping up to
be a massive year for
AccorHotels luxury brand
Sofitel, with key openings in
some of Asia Pacific’s best destinations including the landmark
Sofitel Sydney Darling Harbour,
adjacent to the new International Convention Centre.
The 590-room hotel is currently taking shape and will
boast a stunning infinity pool,
several dining outlets and an

T

executive lounge with dazzling
city skyline views.
Sofitel Singapore City Centre
will open its doors in May 2017
as part of a multi-billion dollar
redevelopment of Tanjong Pagar. Surrounded by the city’s
hottest bars and restaurants,
the newest Sofitel will boast
222 rooms, an outdoor pool and
executive lounge, plus direct access to a shopping centre, MRT
station and Virgin Active Gym.

Happy
kids, happy
holidays

E
Sofitel Shanghai Hongqiao

In neighbouring Malaysia, the
312-room Sofitel Kuala Lumpur
Damansara is a key part of a
new 8.5 acre integrated development. It will feature a lobby
lounge, deli, three restaurants
and bars, an executive lounge,
a SO Spa, SO Fit gym and outdoor swimming pool complete
with pool bar. There will also be
outstanding meeting facilities
including an 840sqm ballroom
and five meeting rooms.
Another recent addition to
the network is Sofitel Shanghai
Hongqiao, which opened in
November 2016. With 354
guest rooms and suites, the
hotel brings a touch of Parisian
opulence to the city’s fast de-

Sofitel Singapore Sentosa Resort and Spa

Sofitel Bali Nusa Dua Beach Resort

Restoration begins at the Raffles Singapore

Innovation through design
H

ne of the most iconic hotels in the world, Raffles
Singapore, is about to
begin a 16-month phased restoration that will make it more relevant to today’s modern traveller,
while protecting its rich history
and gorgeous heritage-listed
façade.
Phase one of the restoration
will begin in January 2017 and see
Raffles Hotel Arcade, the famous Long Bar, The Ballroom
and Lawn undergo renovations.
The Singapore Sling will continue to be served at the Bar & Billiard Room during the first and
second phases. Phase two, beginning in mid-2017 will include
the main hotel building, lobby
and many suites and following
this in late 2017 the hotel will
close for the final phase, before
a grand re-opening in 2018.
Some of the finest architec-

O

tural firms and designers will
be involved in the restoration
of the building, which has been
declared a National Monument,
and will pay full respect to the
building’s rich heritage.
This year the hotel celebrates
its 130th anniversary, having
played host to some of the
world’s most illustrious leaders
and celebrities from Somerset
Maugham and Charlie Chaplin
to Prince William and Princess
Catherine.
Opened in 1887, Raffles
Singapore is one of the few remaining great 19th century hotels in the world.
The Raffles brand includes 11
extraordinary properties in many
of the world’s best cities including Paris, Istanbul and the Seychelles.
Since acquiring the Raffles,
Fairmont and Swissotel network,
AccorHotels has plans to expand

the three prestigious brands
throughout the world. New Raffles Hotels are currently being
planned in London, Warsaw and
Jeddah amongst others.

aving established itself as
a leading hotelier for 50
years, AccorHotels has
been busy innovating and expanding in the lifestyle, private
rental and design spaces, with
several acquisitions that are redefining the group. First comes
its entry into the private rental
space with the group now owning OneFineStay, offering handmade hospitality in more than
2500 of the finest homes in London, Paris, Rome, New York, Miami or LA, with services including
wifi as standard, quality toiletries and linens and professional
cleaning plus 24/7 support. The
group has also bought a stake
in two other home rental businesses: Square Break (France)

and Oasis Collection (US, Europe, South America) and has
plans to expand all three brands
across the world. Now, no matter
where or how you want to stay,
AccorHotels has the perfect
choice for all your needs.
Meanwhile the group has
launched its own new brand Jo&Joe to redefine the idea of the
‘poshtel’. A seamless blend of
hostel, hotel and private rental
space Jo&Joe provides out of the
ordinary experiences and firmly
announces AccorHotels as a creator of brands for millennials and
the millennial minded.
“We are breaking traditional
codes of hospitality and entering new and exciting spaces that
will completely change the way

Always charming and discreet,
Raffles Singapore

Luxurious Raffles Singapore

Leisure and lifestyle driving growth Conde
C
Nast names
A
world’s
best hotels
ccorHotels had a very
busy year in 2016, investing in new complementary businesses that are
reshaping the company as it
approaches its 50th anniversary. Having finalised a strategic alliance with one of China’s
leading hotel groups to expand
its presence in the world’s larg-

Banyan Tree Lijiang
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est outbound market, the group
also completed its acquisition of
FRHI Hotels mid-year, cementing its place as a leader in luxury hotels by adding the Raffles,
Fairmont and Swissotel brands
to its network. Its most recent
deal, a 5% stake in Singapore’s
ultra-luxe Banyan Tree brand
further grew its presence in the
global lifestyle sector and gives
recognition to the group’s development capabilities.
The deal will see AccorHotels
co-develop Banyan Tree resorts
around the world, helping the predominantly Asian-based brand go
global.
“This agreement is not only
transformational for Banyan
Tree but is an innovation for the
global hospitality industry,” said
Ho Kwon Ping, Executive Chairman of Banyan Tree. “With the

current consolidation of mega
hotel companies, smaller but
also global players are also
seeking strategic alliances
with the global giants.”
Banyan Tree will have access
to AccorHotels worldwide distribution and loyalty program.
For AccorHotels, the deal complements the group’s goal to be
a major player in the lifestyle
sector.
“We see three areas of
growth: luxury, lifestyle and leisure resorts,” said Gaurav Bhushan, Global Chief Development
Officer, AccorHotels. “Lifestyle
hotels are all about differentiated experiential products and
demand for this type of accommodation is increasing.”
AccorHotels will continue to look
at new business models for growth
in 2017.

onde Nast readers voted no fewer than 49
AccorHotels
properties
into the Best Hotels in the World,
including five of the top 20 hotels in Asia Pacific, three of them
in the top ten – Sofitel Legend
Metropole Hanoi No.3, Raffles
Hotel Singapore No.4 and Raffles
Jakarta No.5. The luxurious
Fairmont Peace Hotel Shanghai
was named the No.1 hotel in
Greater China.

Fairmont Peace Hotel Shanghai named best hotel in China

people think of AccorHotels in
the future,” said Michael Issenberg, Chairman & CEO Asia Pacific. “From private rentals to cool
brands designed around the concept of social networking, we continue to innovate and re-imagine
hospitality for the future.”
Design-led hotels are not new
to the group, with the likes of
Christian Lacroix helming the SO
Sofitel Bangkok and Karl Lagerfeld
adding his signature touches to
SO Sofitel Singapore. Hotels like
the Muse Hotel in Bangkok, part of
the MGallery by Sofitel collection
are also uniquely design-driven.
There is a real momentum towards creative and surprising
hotels now and AccorHotels is
evolving to meet this trend.

veloping Hongqiao Hub, home
to the National Exhibition &
Convention Centre. Facilities
include three restaurants, two
bars, a SO Fit gym, infinity pool
with outdoor terrace, separate
children’s pool and outstanding
meeting facilities including a
ballroom for up to 1180 guests.
The Sofitel network reaches more than 120 hotels and
resorts across five continents,
bringing French luxury to
guests in search of design, culture, gastronomy and wellness.
Globally, Sofitel also boasts
27 award winning resorts including the stunning Sofitel
Bali Nusa Dua Beach Resort in
Indonesia.

Spectacular new rooftop Skye Bar at The Park Lane Hong Kong a Pullman Hotel

Pullman now fastest
growing five star
brand in Asia Pacific
rom pop-up rooftop bars
for the summer to the signature Artists’ Playground
where local artists showcase
their talents, the five-star Pullman
brand is bringing colour and life
to the region’s best destinations.
Now the fastest-growing upscale
brand in the AccorHotels portfolio, Pullman has a network of over
70 hotels and resorts in Asia Pacific and more than 120 properties

F

Hotel Muse Bangkok Langsuan - MGallery by Sofitel

very parent knows the
secret to happy holiday
memories is to ensure
the kids are having fun. Both
Novotel and Mercure brands
are dedicated to making children
feel welcome, with Novotel
offering free accommodation
and breakfast for kids when
staying with their parents or
50% off a second room. Mercure
also offers 50% off the second
room for children.

globally. Exciting new openings
will include the Pullman Brisbane Airport (which will join the
recently launched Pullman Sydney Airport), Pullman Nadi Fiji,
Pullman Luang Prabang and
Pullman Mandalay Mingalar.
Designed to meet the needs of
cosmopolitan, seasoned travellers, the Pullman brand is perfect
for those who blend work and
play seamlessly.

Newly opened Pullman Sydney Airport
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AccorHotels is
the largest Hotel
Operator in
Singapore with 16
Hotels & Resorts
ccorHotels is now the
largest hotel group in
Singapore, with 12 hotels and more than 5400 rooms
across the city. From the iconic
and historic Raffles Singapore,
to the colourful, vibrant ibis
Styles Macpherson, the group
has a hotel for every taste and

A

budget. The Fairmont Singapore
and Swissotel The Stamford are
located atop Raffles City Centre,
boasting spectacular views and
sharing 15 of the city’s best bars
and restaurants between them
including the Michelin-starred
Jaan. At one of the city’s most
exciting entertainment precincts,

ibis opens
250th hotel
in Asia
Pacific
Swissotel The Stamford, Singapore

you will find the Novotel Clarke
Quay and Swissotel Merchant
Court, while the Grand Mercure
Singapore Roxy provides easy
access to the beaches of the East
Coast and Changi Airport. For
those seeking more luxury, the
playful SO Sofitel Singapore, set
within a heritage-listed building
and designed in conjunction with
Karl Lagerfeld, boasts a goldtiled rooftop pool and gorgeous
rooms that blend the best of Singapore with Parisian flair. Rounding out the group’s offerings is the
Sofitel Singapore Sentosa Resort
and Spa, boasting one of Asia’s
best day spas, glorious sea views
and a clifftop position just moments to Tanjong Beach. Those
on a budget can choose from

two ibis hotels – either the ibis
Singapore Novena or ibis Singapore on Bencoolen, with both offering affordable, quality accommodation in great locations. The
new Mercure Singapore Bugis
is centrally located just a short
walk from Bugis Junction and offers an infinity pool, rooftop garden and three restaurants and
bars. This year the group will add
a further 1000 rooms with a new
Sofitel Singapore City Centre in
lively Tanjong Pagar and a Novotel and ibis complex at Stevens
Road. With such a diverse range
of hotels, you will always feel welcome with AccorHotels when you
visit the Lion City. AccorHotels will
continue to look at new business
models for growth in 2017.

he ibis family of brands
is set to open its 250th
hotel in Asia Pacific with
the launch of ibis Singapore
Stevens Road in 2017. With
a
global
network
reaching more than 1050 hotels
in 59 countries, the ibis family
covers the ibis brand (quality,
consistency, value); ibis Styles
(design-led, bright, all-inclusive
bed, breakfast and broadband);
and ibis budget brands (nifty,
casual, affordable) to suit every
traveller looking for value for
money and the assurance of a
global name. Ibis Singapore
Stevens Road will feature 528
rooms, a lobby bar/café and
gym and will be located adjacent to a 254-room Novotel so
guests can use the amenities of
both including an outdoor pool.

T

Sofitel Hotels and
Resorts extends
luxury network
his year is shaping up to
be a massive year for
AccorHotels luxury brand
Sofitel, with key openings in
some of Asia Pacific’s best destinations including the landmark
Sofitel Sydney Darling Harbour,
adjacent to the new International Convention Centre.
The 590-room hotel is currently taking shape and will
boast a stunning infinity pool,
several dining outlets and an

T

executive lounge with dazzling
city skyline views.
Sofitel Singapore City Centre
will open its doors in May 2017
as part of a multi-billion dollar
redevelopment of Tanjong Pagar. Surrounded by the city’s
hottest bars and restaurants,
the newest Sofitel will boast
222 rooms, an outdoor pool and
executive lounge, plus direct access to a shopping centre, MRT
station and Virgin Active Gym.

Happy
kids, happy
holidays

E
Sofitel Shanghai Hongqiao

In neighbouring Malaysia, the
312-room Sofitel Kuala Lumpur
Damansara is a key part of a
new 8.5 acre integrated development. It will feature a lobby
lounge, deli, three restaurants
and bars, an executive lounge,
a SO Spa, SO Fit gym and outdoor swimming pool complete
with pool bar. There will also be
outstanding meeting facilities
including an 840sqm ballroom
and five meeting rooms.
Another recent addition to
the network is Sofitel Shanghai
Hongqiao, which opened in
November 2016. With 354
guest rooms and suites, the
hotel brings a touch of Parisian
opulence to the city’s fast de-

Sofitel Singapore Sentosa Resort and Spa

Sofitel Bali Nusa Dua Beach Resort

Restoration begins at the Raffles Singapore

Innovation through design
H

ne of the most iconic hotels in the world, Raffles
Singapore, is about to
begin a 16-month phased restoration that will make it more relevant to today’s modern traveller,
while protecting its rich history
and gorgeous heritage-listed
façade.
Phase one of the restoration
will begin in January 2017 and see
Raffles Hotel Arcade, the famous Long Bar, The Ballroom
and Lawn undergo renovations.
The Singapore Sling will continue to be served at the Bar & Billiard Room during the first and
second phases. Phase two, beginning in mid-2017 will include
the main hotel building, lobby
and many suites and following
this in late 2017 the hotel will
close for the final phase, before
a grand re-opening in 2018.
Some of the finest architec-

O

tural firms and designers will
be involved in the restoration
of the building, which has been
declared a National Monument,
and will pay full respect to the
building’s rich heritage.
This year the hotel celebrates
its 130th anniversary, having
played host to some of the
world’s most illustrious leaders
and celebrities from Somerset
Maugham and Charlie Chaplin
to Prince William and Princess
Catherine.
Opened in 1887, Raffles
Singapore is one of the few remaining great 19th century hotels in the world.
The Raffles brand includes 11
extraordinary properties in many
of the world’s best cities including Paris, Istanbul and the Seychelles.
Since acquiring the Raffles,
Fairmont and Swissotel network,
AccorHotels has plans to expand

the three prestigious brands
throughout the world. New Raffles Hotels are currently being
planned in London, Warsaw and
Jeddah amongst others.

aving established itself as
a leading hotelier for 50
years, AccorHotels has
been busy innovating and expanding in the lifestyle, private
rental and design spaces, with
several acquisitions that are redefining the group. First comes
its entry into the private rental
space with the group now owning OneFineStay, offering handmade hospitality in more than
2500 of the finest homes in London, Paris, Rome, New York, Miami or LA, with services including
wifi as standard, quality toiletries and linens and professional
cleaning plus 24/7 support. The
group has also bought a stake
in two other home rental businesses: Square Break (France)

and Oasis Collection (US, Europe, South America) and has
plans to expand all three brands
across the world. Now, no matter
where or how you want to stay,
AccorHotels has the perfect
choice for all your needs.
Meanwhile the group has
launched its own new brand Jo&Joe to redefine the idea of the
‘poshtel’. A seamless blend of
hostel, hotel and private rental
space Jo&Joe provides out of the
ordinary experiences and firmly
announces AccorHotels as a creator of brands for millennials and
the millennial minded.
“We are breaking traditional
codes of hospitality and entering new and exciting spaces that
will completely change the way

Always charming and discreet,
Raffles Singapore

Luxurious Raffles Singapore

Leisure and lifestyle driving growth Conde
C
Nast names
A
world’s
best hotels
ccorHotels had a very
busy year in 2016, investing in new complementary businesses that are
reshaping the company as it
approaches its 50th anniversary. Having finalised a strategic alliance with one of China’s
leading hotel groups to expand
its presence in the world’s larg-

Banyan Tree Lijiang
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est outbound market, the group
also completed its acquisition of
FRHI Hotels mid-year, cementing its place as a leader in luxury hotels by adding the Raffles,
Fairmont and Swissotel brands
to its network. Its most recent
deal, a 5% stake in Singapore’s
ultra-luxe Banyan Tree brand
further grew its presence in the
global lifestyle sector and gives
recognition to the group’s development capabilities.
The deal will see AccorHotels
co-develop Banyan Tree resorts
around the world, helping the predominantly Asian-based brand go
global.
“This agreement is not only
transformational for Banyan
Tree but is an innovation for the
global hospitality industry,” said
Ho Kwon Ping, Executive Chairman of Banyan Tree. “With the

current consolidation of mega
hotel companies, smaller but
also global players are also
seeking strategic alliances
with the global giants.”
Banyan Tree will have access
to AccorHotels worldwide distribution and loyalty program.
For AccorHotels, the deal complements the group’s goal to be
a major player in the lifestyle
sector.
“We see three areas of
growth: luxury, lifestyle and leisure resorts,” said Gaurav Bhushan, Global Chief Development
Officer, AccorHotels. “Lifestyle
hotels are all about differentiated experiential products and
demand for this type of accommodation is increasing.”
AccorHotels will continue to look
at new business models for growth
in 2017.

onde Nast readers voted no fewer than 49
AccorHotels
properties
into the Best Hotels in the World,
including five of the top 20 hotels in Asia Pacific, three of them
in the top ten – Sofitel Legend
Metropole Hanoi No.3, Raffles
Hotel Singapore No.4 and Raffles
Jakarta No.5. The luxurious
Fairmont Peace Hotel Shanghai
was named the No.1 hotel in
Greater China.

Fairmont Peace Hotel Shanghai named best hotel in China

people think of AccorHotels in
the future,” said Michael Issenberg, Chairman & CEO Asia Pacific. “From private rentals to cool
brands designed around the concept of social networking, we continue to innovate and re-imagine
hospitality for the future.”
Design-led hotels are not new
to the group, with the likes of
Christian Lacroix helming the SO
Sofitel Bangkok and Karl Lagerfeld
adding his signature touches to
SO Sofitel Singapore. Hotels like
the Muse Hotel in Bangkok, part of
the MGallery by Sofitel collection
are also uniquely design-driven.
There is a real momentum towards creative and surprising
hotels now and AccorHotels is
evolving to meet this trend.

veloping Hongqiao Hub, home
to the National Exhibition &
Convention Centre. Facilities
include three restaurants, two
bars, a SO Fit gym, infinity pool
with outdoor terrace, separate
children’s pool and outstanding
meeting facilities including a
ballroom for up to 1180 guests.
The Sofitel network reaches more than 120 hotels and
resorts across five continents,
bringing French luxury to
guests in search of design, culture, gastronomy and wellness.
Globally, Sofitel also boasts
27 award winning resorts including the stunning Sofitel
Bali Nusa Dua Beach Resort in
Indonesia.

Spectacular new rooftop Skye Bar at The Park Lane Hong Kong a Pullman Hotel

Pullman now fastest
growing five star
brand in Asia Pacific
rom pop-up rooftop bars
for the summer to the signature Artists’ Playground
where local artists showcase
their talents, the five-star Pullman
brand is bringing colour and life
to the region’s best destinations.
Now the fastest-growing upscale
brand in the AccorHotels portfolio, Pullman has a network of over
70 hotels and resorts in Asia Pacific and more than 120 properties

F

Hotel Muse Bangkok Langsuan - MGallery by Sofitel

very parent knows the
secret to happy holiday
memories is to ensure
the kids are having fun. Both
Novotel and Mercure brands
are dedicated to making children
feel welcome, with Novotel
offering free accommodation
and breakfast for kids when
staying with their parents or
50% off a second room. Mercure
also offers 50% off the second
room for children.

globally. Exciting new openings
will include the Pullman Brisbane Airport (which will join the
recently launched Pullman Sydney Airport), Pullman Nadi Fiji,
Pullman Luang Prabang and
Pullman Mandalay Mingalar.
Designed to meet the needs of
cosmopolitan, seasoned travellers, the Pullman brand is perfect
for those who blend work and
play seamlessly.

Newly opened Pullman Sydney Airport
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Shake up in the tripsharing economy

WHAT’S HOT TODAY

Tour operators reinvent offerings and strengthen their
capabilities as Airbnb encroaches into the activity space
By Raini Hamdi
Airbnb, it’s a big challenge from
Steeman foresees that in the
Asian tour operators are rein- letting out a spare room to ac- near future, Airbnb too will recventing tours and strengthening tually committing to giving a ognise this, become more “lenicapabilities as bigger players like half- or full-day, some even two ent” and add DMCs to their platAirbnb foray into their territory.
or three days. A lot of training form.
Airbnb claimed 500 experi- needs to go into that to deliver
Asian Trails has also reinences in 12 cities worldwide at the kind of experience DMCs vented tours by developing the
launch last mid-November and, deliver. I know the amount of Explore Asia programmes to dethough only Japan is among the effort we put in – guide training, liver out-of-the-ordinary tours
dozen, tour operators
driver training, and au- for couples, families and those
recognise it’s just a matdits to make sure all our seeking new roads in existing
ter of time before more
experiences are safe. destinations. “The market deAsian experiences will
There’s a lot of intelli- mand (not Airbnb) constantly
be offered and big playgence behind and it will pushes us to deliver something
ers like Google enter the
take other players time new,” he said.
travel business.
to build up that knowlAs to why a customer would
Currently, the tripedge,” said Masson.
still want to book a tour through
sharing economy, which Steeman: tailorIn the last three to a retail agency who gets the tour
has birthed local players made programmes four years, Buffalo Tours from the tour operator, when he
such as Vietnam’s Triip.me, Sin- has reinvented the meaning of a can now book direct on the tripgapore’s KKday and Thailand’s tour guide – from just someone sharing economy, Steeman said:
Local Alike, has yet to disrupt who stands on the bus and gives “The online B2C/C2C travel segtour operators’ business. But historical facts to “real-life” peo- ment remains a very fragmented
Niels Steeman, Asian Trails e- ple, be it a restaurant owner or a segment. Customers need to go
commerce and marketing man- curator of an art gallery who takes to various sites to get a total packager, expects it to “create a rum- clients behind the scenes.
age, spending a lot of time and efble”, just as vacation rentals has
It launched the Local Life fort searching for the right deal.”
disrupted the hotel sector.
range of tours in 2014, featurMasson also pointed out oth“Looking at the roll-out plans ing tours that connect
er reasons: “Security
of Airbnb Trips, the focus is more clients with local comis one. You are buying
on Europe, the US and South munities and a low enfrom a trusted party
America, but Asia will soon be vironmental footprint.
who has met local regon their radar,” he said.
A lot of these tours are
ulations. That sounds
And just as in home sharing, done on foot, bicycle
old-fashioned but there
there will be such issues as licens- or other forms of pubwill be cases in the next
ing and safety standards. Added lic transport. It also
few years of online
Steeman: “What worries us is, as launched the Essence Masson: safety and companies delivering
soon as you operate tours, hosts range, which offers more quality issues
a sub-standard service
become tour operators and in private touring in 2015, and and not meeting expectations.
many countries (where Asian Masterclass last year, designed to That security of going to a trustTrails Group operates), you need give customers even more expe- ed player still remains regardless
to have an appropriate licence to riential moments.
of the generation.
be a guide or a tour operator.
Being on the ground, know“And most tour operators will
“Another big issue is the in- ing the hidden places, and having evolve. They have been in the
surance coverage of the organis- local contacts, “is where DMCs business for years and kept up
ers, should anything happen. At can control that experience bet- with the trends,” Masson conAsian Trails, we offer immersive ter than an OTA,” said Masson.
cluded.
local trips that are off-the-beaten
track, but with the security of
operating fully licensed and fully
insured operations.”
Matt Masson, managing director of Buffalo Tours SingaI know the amount of effort we put in... to
pore, believes it would take a lot
make sure all our experiences are safe. There’s
for new players to disrupt tour
operations. “There’s a lot of ata lot of intelligence behind and it will take
tention in the tours and activities
other players time to build up that knowledge.
space. That’s the strong ground
of tour operators and DMCs.
Matt Masson
“But I think, specifically with
Managing director, Buffalo Tours Singapore

Philippines Night
The night is always young when ATF 2017 is in town! The Philippine
Department of Tourism and Tourism Promotions Board Philippines, along with TTG Travel Trade and Shangri-La Hotel Singapore,
have a lively late-night party up their sleeves for ATF 2017 delegates.
Entry is by invitation card or delegate badge only.
• 21.30 till late • Shangri-La Hotel Singapore, Island Ballroom

Mono itineraries on the rise
among longhaul markets
mono destination for 2017.
By S Puvaneswary and
However, Zaki pointed out
Rachel AJ Lee
Longhaul buyers interviewed at that the demand for mono desTRAVEX are reporting growing tinations usually stem from FIT
demand for mono destinations travellers or repeat visitors.
Shirish N Trivedi, president of
in South-east Asia, which has
long been perceived as a bloc. Travel Leaders in Baltimore, US,
From wanting to visit numerous said travel shows on TV about
countries at one go, travellers are South-east Asia in the US have
now focusing on one country for drawn curiosity from travellers,
especially those aged 20 to 50.
the entirety of their trip.
Shirish elaborated:
M Zaki, president
“In the past, the norm
of RZ Travels Califorwas to bundle two or
nia, said: “I have nothree destinations for
ticed this trend growing
a 10- to 14-day holiover the last couple of
day. Now, there is inmonths, propelled by
creased demand from
the strengthening of the
FIT clients who want
US dollar, which makes
to spend 10 to 12 days
the region affordable.
“Also, hotels are giv- Schickling: people in a single destination
going deeper
to learn more about the
ing incentives such as
pay-three-stay-five-nights and local culture and its people. This
more. Some hotels in Thailand trend has emerged over the past
12 months.”
are even offering free massages.”
Shirish says Cambodia and
Roy Davis, director of UKbased World Discovery, con- Myanmar are hot as “little is
curred: “The big change in the known about these destinations”.
“If you’ve not been to Thaimarket is that there used to be
multi-country tours, where peo- land before, for example, and
ple see the highlights and move you want to see the country enon. Now they prefer to go to one tirely, you stay there and move
country and see it in more depth.” within the country. For travelDavis added that such travel- lers who want to get involved
lers prefer not to rush around, and give something back, they
and instead choose to fully im- will usually stay put in one counmerse themselves in the culture, try,” concluded Petra Schickling,
food and sights of one destina- managing director of Germanytion. For him, Thailand and based Herget Representation &
Cambodia are selling well as a Networking.
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Travel distributors
still in plum position
Trade ponders GDSs’ intermediary role in a fractured landscape
By Yixin Ng
The question of whether GDSs
remains a relevant middleman
in today’s evolving travel landscape continues to be a hot
topic of discussion at ASEAN
Tourism Conference, as industry players bring different sides
of the argument to the table.
Amadeus maintains that its
traditional travel distribution
function is still strong despite
its diversification strategy into
the airport and hospitality technology sectors,
said Sebastian
Gibergues,
Amadeus IT
Group’s head
of leisure and

online travel, global customers.
The travel technology giant
acquired Singapore-based airport technology provider UFIS
in 2014 and last year rebranded Newmarket International,
which it had bought to accelerate expansion in the hotel
software space, into Amadeus
Hospitality.
Still, Gibergues stresses that
these new areas of focus do not
imply a decline in its distribution business. “Our strong technology and distribution play
makes our company very resilient. The reality is the distribution business is still a growing
and healthy (sector).”
This is especially so given
the “organic growth the company enjoys from regions like
South-east Asia, where people
are travelling more than before”,
he said.
Moreover, the current state

of market fragmentation has
only reinforced the need for airlines to “not ignore all the channels they can use to get reach”,
added Gibergues.
Agents that TTG Show Daily
spoke with at the conference,
including Vivek Khanna, president of Tourcan Vacations, and
Suli Purnawarman, consultant at Indonesia’s Astina Tours
& Travel, still favour going
through GDSs for airline bookings.
On the other hand, Margaret
Siah, manager at Singapore’s
PIL Travels, which handles leisure and corporate bookings,
foresees some challenges ahead
of GDSs with direct booking
channels offering more inexpensive options.
This is certainly not the case
for Gibergues, who is adamant
that “bringing costs down, despite what airlines might say, is
still the job of the GDS”.

The reality is that distribution business
is still a growing and healthy (sector).
Sebastian Gibergues
Head of leisure and online travel, global customers,
Amadeus IT Group

NUMBERS
THAT MATTER

592,139

The
number
of hotel rooms, across 2,646
projects, currently in the
pipeline for Asia-Pacific as of
December 2016, according to
STR. This represents a 2.4 per
cent increase in rooms, compared with the same period in
December 2015.

15.7%

The YOY
percentage increase in outbound
passengers from Spain to
Asia-Pacific in 2016, according to ForwardKeys. Vietnam
recorded a 32 per cent growth
in arrivals, among the region’s
highest. Meanwhile, international scheduled capacity from
Spain to Asia is expected to
grow 163 per cent in 1H2017
on the back of new connections to the region.

Panorama Holidays aims for
growth, opens Philippine office
By S Puvaneswary
Panorama Holidays has taken
steps to grow its presence beyond its home base in Malaysia,
with its first full-fledged overseas office launched in Manila
earlier this month.
Similar to Panorama Holidays Malaysia, the new Panorama Holidays Philippines handles inbound and outbound
tours and ticketing.
Richard Vuilleumier, group
managing director of Panorama
Holidays, told TTG Show Daily:
“Having an office in the Philippines will help us promote
intra-ASEAN travel and allow
us to control the quality of tour
products and services.”
While Vuilleumier is not yet
ready to reveal plans on how he
intends to package the Philippines in a multi-destination
regional itinerary, he said Panorama Holidays Philippines will
first invest in a homegrown
B2B event. World International
Travel Expo, which will be held
from May 15 to 17 in Manila
and Cebu, will showcase sellers
such as airlines, cruise companies, online and traditional
travel agencies, hotels and resorts, theme parks and NTOs
from across the Philippines and
beyond.
Vuilleumier expects the show
to attract 100 international sellers and 400 buyers.
Vuilleumier said he is also
looking at turning his sales of-

fices in Vietnam, Dubai and
India into similar full-fledged
entities to handle inbound, outbound and ticketing, all within
the next two years.
He said: “Based on our market intelligence, we know these
markets have a huge pool of
upper-middle class (travellers)
as well as a strong inbound potential which we want to tap.”
To succeed in growing outbound numbers from Vietnam,
Dubai and India, Vuilleumier
believes that “the key is in developing creative packages that
will create a buzz in the marketplace”.
Meanwhile, to grow Panorama Holidays’ longhaul markets,
the company will promote and
sell dual destination tours covering Malaysia and Singapore
and emphasising on heritage,
culture and eco-tourism at the
upcoming ITB Berlin tradeshow for the coming European
summer.

www.ttgasia.com

Log on to the above website
to view more photographs of
ATF 2017

IN BRIEF
Four Seasons gets active
Four Seasons Sayan and Four
Seasons Jimbaran Bay, both in
Bali, Indonesia have launched
new programmes to appeal to a
growing number of active travellers. Four Seasons Sayan has
crafted guided cycling journeys
and whitewater rafting activities,
while Four Seasons Jimbaran
Bay is offering Asia’s first helisurfing tour and a host of ocean
sports. Both hotels will also

feature yoga programmes led by
visiting wellness gurus.

Quang Bình gets Mövenpick
Mövenpick Hotels & Resorts
has signed on its fifth property
in Vietnam. Mövenpick Hotel
Quang Bình in central Vietnam,
overlooking the Song Nhat Le
River, will feature 219 keys, four
F&B outlets and private beach
access for hotel guests at nearby
Nhat Le Beach.

A special issue for ASEAN’s 50th anniversary
Supported and endorsed

by the 10 ASEAN member

TTG Asia Media is launching at ATF 2017 the TTG Asia
ASEAN 50th Anniversary Special Edition to pay homage
to ASEAN’s golden jubilee this year.
This 48-page special issue spotlights the A-list stars
and achievements in South-east Asia’s tourism industry
over the past five decades, including 50 travel agencies
that stand the test of time, 50 ASEAN homegrown hotel
groups and 50 ASEAN tourism personalities who helped
to shape the region’s tourism. It also looks at the rising
stars in the regional tourism sector, South-east Asia’s
potential as a cruise playground and how the region can
prime itself for further growth and development as a
single tourism destination.
Grab a copy of this special issue at TTG Asia Media
booth (#M1) or read the digital copy at
http://bit.ly/2jwC9t8.
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The YOY percentage increase
in booked hotel roomnights
for Asia-Pacific in 2017, according to Tourico Holiday’s
2017 Global Hotel Trends
Report. Thailand also saw a
significant 29 per cent growth
in hotel roomnights booked.
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SO Sofitel Singapore
Sofitel Singapore Sentosa Resort & Spa, Singapore

The Park Lane Hong Kong, a Pullman Hotel

Pullman Quay Grand Sydney Harbour, Australia
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Each Day We Welcome The World
AccorHotels is the leading hotel operator in Asia Pacific, with more than 760 hotels and
resorts across 17 countries.
Each hotel blends local traditions with French flair to provide the essence of its destination.
Clearly defined and highly experiential, our brands make every guest Feel Welcome.

accorhotels.com
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Myanmar minister leads charge in Laos has far more to offer
sustainable tourism development travellers: tourism chief
Case studies of other destinations, caps on development
among efforts to ensure preservation of culture and nature
only ski resort in Myanmar’s
By Marissa Carruthers
As the Ministry of Hotels and northern, year-round snowTourism gears up to launch a capped mountains.
“The country has so much
campaign to promote its southern “virgin” archipelago, union potential, but we have to get it
minister Ohn Maung said re- right,” he added.
In a bid to ensure tourism
sponsible and sustainable tour– which Ohn Maung
ism practices are esbelieves will become
sential to preserve the
the country’s second
country’s beauty and
strongest
economic
culture.
pillar – does not deHoping to learn
stroy local traditions,
from other ASEAN
hotels and tourism-remember countries, he
lated activities in deswill visit Thailand’s
tinations away from
largest tourist island Ohn Maung: green
popular Yangon, ManPhuket on January 22. season push
He said: “I want to see how dalay, Inle and Bagan, must be
it has been infested by tourism built sensitively, respecting the
because we don’t want to make local culture.
“I don’t want any of these big
the same mistakes.”
Plans include limiting devel- and shiny hotels,” he said. “Placopment to about 80 of the 800 es such as Bagan and Mandalay
islands, which boast coral reefs, are already spoilt but we can
powder beaches and a marine make sure that doesn’t happen
national park, with others only in remote areas.”
For example, Chin State’s
accessible for day trips.
The minister will also travel 11 hotels are built in tradito Switzerland to consult with tional style, with a heavy focus
experts to look at the possibil- on community-based tourism
ity of creating South-east Asia’s (CBT). The latest to open was a

CBT village on January 2.
“This is the kind of concept
we want to focus on in the future,” the minister emphasised.
Developing human resources
is the first step, with foreign
organisations helping to set
up training schools across the
country. Improving infrastructure will follow.
He acknowledged that “this
will not take place overnight”.
“But if we are careful now, we
can be successful well into the
future,” he said.
Other efforts are being
ploughed into promoting Myanmar as a year-round destination. Currently, the tourism season starts in October and runs
until the end of March, with the
rest of the year remaining quiet.
Ohn Maung urges operators
to run green season promotions
to attract visitors during the
quiet months.
“We are calling this the green
season as it is the time when
Myanmar comes to life; the
paddies are alive, the country is
green,” he explained.

tively share photos and videos
By Paige Lee Pei Qi
Cities beyond Vientiane will be of these smaller destinations on
in the spotlight when the Minis- platforms like Facebook and
try of Information, Culture and Twitter.
According to Manivong, most
Tourism of Laos kicks off its Visit Laos Year 2018 marketing blitz. tourists to Laos hail from neighSounh Manivong, director bouring lands like Thailand and
Vietnam, hence there
general with the minis a “huge potential” to
istry’s Tourism Marketreach out to more intering Department, told
national markets.
TTG Show Daily in an
New destination brointerview: “When peochures, as well as more
ple think about Laos, it
intensive participation
is mostly either Vientiin international tradeane or Luang Prabang
that comes to mind, but Manivong: investing shows like ITB Asia,
ITB Berlin and WTM
we actually have a lot in social media
London are on the
more to offer beyond
cards too, shared Manivong.
that.”
The ministry has also put up
To correct that perception,
the country’s latest marketing a proposal to ease procedures at
campaign to court international immigration checkpoints and
traffic will include an aggressive to grant visa exemption to more
social media drive to highlight countries – all subject to governlesser known destinations like ment approval.
He said: “There are only a few
Vang Vieng, four hours from
the capital; Xiangkhouang prov- countries that are exempted. If
ince in the north-east; and Ban more countries could (enjoy
Khoun Kham village in Kham- this benefit), we would definitely
mouane province, centre of Laos. expect tourism to perform even
“Social media is one of the better.”
Manivong added that the visa
fastest and most effective ways to
reach and engage the audience, exemption would make Laos a
especially the younger ones who more attractive option within
a multi-destination itinerary in
are very tech-savvy,” he said.
The ministry intends to ac- South-east Asia.

Park Hotel Group reveals its third brand, Destination
By Barathi Narayan
Park Hotel Group has launched
Destination, a select, midscale
brand that provides quality and
affordable accommodation in
prime, central locations.
It is the group’s third brand,
and it will debut in 2Q2017 in
Singapore with the 300-room
Destination Singapore Beach
Road. A management contract
with FG Property No. 1 was re-

cently signed.
Park Hotel Group.
“We definitely see an
The trend, Law
upward trend for select
noticed, is mirrored
service in Singapore.
globally with over 60
Based on the current ofper cent of select serficial data for mid-tier
vice hotels being part
hotels, there is growth in
of pipeline hotels in
overall occupancy levels
the US in 2016.
over the last three years Law: upward trend
With travel conin this segment reflect- for select service
tinuing to evolve,
ing increased interest and pref- Destination offers more operence,” said Allen Law, CEO of tions for the “pragmatic, inde-

VIEWPOINTS
What is your biggest wish for ASEAN tourism
development this year?

pendent and curious traveller
looking for efficiency, reliability,
connectivity and convenience
in a hotel”, explained Law.
Park Hotel Group hopes to
expand its latest brand in countries like Hong Kong, Japan and
Australia where select service
hotels would be well-positioned
to tackle steep property, labour
and construction costs with increased building efficiency and

operational productivity.
“Regionally, Asia-Pacific remains the fastest growing market for international travel with
close to 10 per cent growth up
to 3Q2016,” said Law.
Destination Singapore Beach
Road is Park Hotel Group’s
sixth hotel in Singapore. It will
take over the current Premier
Inn Singapore which is near
Nicoll Highway MRT Station.

More partners give roomonger the thumbs up

Hamzah Rahmat, president, Federation of
ASEAN Travel Agents Association

ASEAN member countries should introduce
a single visa this year, where visitors outside
this region only require a single visa to move
around freely to visit multiple destinations in
South-east Asia. This will truly promote the
uniqueness and oneness of the bloc. Also, country nationals in South-east Asia should be able to
travel in the region without any visa requirement.

May Myat Mon Win, vice chairperson,
Myanmar Tourism Federation

My biggest wish for this region is that it will
grow even stronger and more united by
enhancing the cooperation of all parties in the
tourism sector within ASEAN. Players should
also work together towards attracting international visitors and developing a single ASEAN visa.

TTG Asia Media’s B2B room booking platform, Roomonger, kicked off 2017 with its first
partner networking event yesterday at Marina Mandarin Singapore. It saw a gathering
of GSA partners with preferred hotels and travel service providers from countries such
as Cambodia, Brunei, Myanmar, the Philippines and Vietnam. Peter Tay, manager, global
commerce, has indicated that more trade partners will be added to Roomonger’s global
network soon.
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Hotel chains go mobile
first to woo customers
But no uniform solution for SE Asia’s fragmented tech landscape
Highlighting the prevalance
By Paige Lee Pei Qi
As the onset of new and in- of mobile bookings among ponovative technology solutions tential guests, he said: “In the
continues to revolutionise the past, we would design the web
industry, hoteliers are now first before thinking about mobile but now it is the
thinking
differently
reverse. Mobile has to
about their strategies
come first.”
and tools in order to
Tejveer Bedi, group
reach out to an evolvrevenue director at
ing clientele.
Park Hotel Group
Speaking
dur(PHG), agreed that
ing a panel session at
keeping abreast with
the ASEAN Tourism
technology to peneConference on TuesPallipuram: strategy
trate the B2C segment
day, Shailesh Pallipu- no longer just B2B
is one of the key chalram, head of revenue
management & analytics, Asia, lenges hoteliers face.
“We have to be extremely inMiddle East & Africa, InterContinental Hotels Group novative to get the same share
(IHG) said: “Technology has of voice (as with B2B) and reach
played a critical role in trans- out to the customer,” he said,
forming our business. The ho- while emphasising the importel model was solely B2B just tance of fostering partnerships
ten years ago but today we are with regional retailers, banks
shifting to B2C and looking at and airlines for a comparatively
how to appeal directly to end smaller player like PHG.
While South-east Asia preconsumers.”

sents “massive opportunities”
for IHG, Pallipuram added that
a substantial challenge lies in
the “varying degrees of maturity” between each country in
the region.
He said: “There is this fragmentation between the countries in the ASEAN market, and
if we want to hold onto a level
of consistency it becomes phenomenally challenging.
“When you look at ASEAN,
we need to customise a particular online platform for each
country due to the different
buying behavious, culture and
language and the investment
is significant,” Pallipuram explained.
Nevertheless, with Southeast Asia already making up 30
per cent of IHG’s portfolio, the
global hospitality firm is planning to ramp up its expansion
significantly in the region over
the next few years, he shared.

More ASEAN operators to
get Russian-ready this year
guage and cultural environment,
By Marissa Carruthers
An intense course teaching tour which enables participants to
operators about Russian lan- further master competencies
guage and culture is set to roll acquired in the previous proout to more ASEAN member grammes.”
He added the move would
countries this year.
further stimulate posiFedulin Alexander,
tive relations between
president of Russian
Russia and ASEAN
State University for
while
encouraging
Tourism and Service,
more Russians to exwhich devised the
plore South-east Asia.
course, said successful
The project is expectpilot programmes in
ed to start run between
Siem Reap, Cambodia
March and October this
and Jakarta, Indonesia Alexander: more
have paved the way for operators to benefit year after being delayed
by approvals among
the project to be exRussian federal ministries.
tended to the rest of the region.
Previous projects in Jakarta
The course, called Russian
Language Course for ASEAN and Siem Reap proved a sucTour Operators, will run for 2.5 cess, with graduates geared up to
months and see 20 people from serve the growing Russian marthe industry – the most “dili- ket after gaining good commugent learners” – undergo intense nication skills.
Alexander said the course oftraining in language and culture. This includes 250 hours of fers “a good (business) opportuacademic study, with 10 spent in nity” for South-east Asian tourMoscow and St Petersburg im- ism players, and added that one
mersing students in Russian life. graduate went on to set up her
Alexander said: “The idea is own tour company, Katyusha
to provide a deeper learning, Tour in Singapore, catering to
including field studies in the lan- Russian tourists.

Hat Yai seeks new markets
as M’sian arrivals tumble

We’ve got you covered
With distribution to more than 90 hotels in Singapore’s downtown, TTG – as the official show daily for ATF 2017 – is
ensuring that the travel trade gets to read about the most pertinent news and developments shaping the tourism
sector in South-east Asia. During TRAVEX at Marina Bay Sands Expo & Convention Centre, simply look out for our team
members in red jackets to get a copy or pick it up at TTG Asia Media booth (M1) in the exhibition hall.

IN BRIEF
Six-room luxury hotel opens in Hua Hin
Soft-opening in 1Q2017, Hotel Bocage brings a
touch of high-end resort living to Hua Hin, Thailand. It offers six rooms and suites of sizes 42m2 to
75m2, all tastefully furnished with luxury Italian
designer brands. Floor to ceiling sliding doors
lead to private balconies, overlooking the Gulf of
Thailand. While no F&B outlets are available in
the hotel, guests can request for in-room dining
from restaurants within Seenspace where the hotel
is located.
The Sanchaya gets the romance going
A series of new packages celebrating engagements,
weddings, anniversaries and renewal of vows has

been rolled out at The Sanchaya in Bintan’s new
integrated resort district Lagoi Bay. Prices from
US$735++ and US$3,500++ per couple for engagement and wedding packages respectively, while
renewal of vows and anniversary packages start at
US$1,189++ per couple.

AirAsia Thailand adds flights to Mandalay
Encouraged by the rise in popularity of Myanmar’s holy sites among Thai pilgrims, AirAsia will
up the frequency on its Bangkok-Mandalay route
to two flights daily starting March 17, 2017. A promotional fare of 1,290 baht (US$36.60) per trip
is available for booking by January 29, for travel
between March 17 and October 28 this year.

By Chadamas Chinmaneevong
The Thai city of Hat Yai which
depends on Malaysia as key
tourism feeder market thanks to
its close proximity to the Malaysian border, has been hard hit by
the anemic ringgit which makes
even short trips pricey for Malaysian vacationers.
The Tourism Authority of
Thailand (TAT) estimated that
Malaysian arrivals to Hat Yai had
fallen by 10 per cent year-onyear in January 2017 while the
average length of stay had gone
from two nights to just one.
Travel spend took a beating too,
falling more than 30 per cent to
2,000 baht (US$57) per head per
day.
Krit Praphanrasnikorn, managing director of President Hotel
Hat Yai and former president of
the Hat Yai Songkhla Hotel Association, said the ringgit had
depreciated by more than 20 per
cent against the baht (as of this
Monday), which means a weaker
buying power for Malaysians in
Thailand.
Exacerbating Hat Yai’s tourism
predicament is the LCC boom,
which Krit said has turned the
Hat Yai’s cityscape

destination into a stopover location where Malaysians parked
their cars and departed on flights
for other Thai resort destinations like Chiang Mai, Phuket,
and Krabi.
“The tourism situation in Hat
Yai will hit rock bottom in 20
years’ time and the poor (Malaysian performance) is likey to
continue at least two years from
now,” Krit said.
He urged tourism authorities
to develop new destinations and
products to keep up with travellers’ evolving demands.
TAT’s Hat Yai director Panu
Woramit acknowledged the challenge and told TTG Show Daily
that there are plans to create entertainment and sporting events
to woo Malaysian travelers.
These activities will begin after
the Songkran festival.
Panu added that TAT and tour
operators in Hat Yai are actively
sourcing for new markets to reduce the destination’s dependence on Malaysia. They are pinning their hopes on China, as
from April 2 there will be three
regular flights a week from Kunming to Hat Yai.

ASEAN @ 50

The bloc’s
driving forces
Tourism chiefs in South-east Asia reveal their activities for
ASEAN’s Golden Jubilee in the last installment of this threepart special. By TTG Show Daily reporters

Philippines

How significant is Visit ASEAN@50 campaign to your
country and what do you hope to achieve from it?
Visit ASEAN@50 will serve as a good occasion for the
Philippines to capture higher share of ASEAN traffic in
2017, as well as strengthen its tourism ties with the ASEAN Member States. This will also give an opportunity to
introduce new Philippine tourist destinations and products.

Singapore

2017 in Singapore, to invite travellers to discover the richness of the region’s heritage and history.
The campaign will feature 50 ASEAN festivals and
travel experiences, and an array of special offers and travel deals. We are also coordinating media fam trips during
ATF to member states for stories on ASEAN hospitality
and warmth.
How significant is Visit ASEAN@50 campaign to your
country and what do you hope to achieve from it?
As Singapore is one of Asia’s main air hubs, with flights
to around 300 cities worldwide, we are taking this
opportunity to promote ASEAN and drive traffic from
mid- to longhaul markets to the region through Changi
Airport. We are working closely with various regional
and international industry partners – from airlines and
ground transport companies to hotels and travel agents –
to market and publicise ASEAN as a destination.
The region is also increasingly popular for cruises,
where visitors can experience South-east Asia’s incredible
variety of culture, cuisine and scenery in a single sailing.
As ASEAN’s lead coordinator for cruise development,
Singapore will continue to work closely with our ASEAN
counterparts to promote cruising in this region, and unlock its immense potential for dsevelopment, under the
Cruise Southeast Asia brand.
The ASEAN tourism industry has grown
significantly through the collective efforts of
the ASEAN member states over the past five
decades, witnessing the strongest growth
among other regions in 2015. We will
continue to build on this momentum
through the ASEAN Tourism Strategic
Plan 2016-2025, and work closely with
ASEAN member states and industry
partners to transform the region into a
competitive, sustainable, and more socioeconomically inclusive and integrated tourism destination.

Thailand
Wanda Tulfo Teo
Tourism secretary
Is your country ready for Visit ASEAN@50 campaign?
The Philippines is very much prepared for the Visit ASEAN@50 celebration.
Being the Chair and host of ASEAN Meetings in 2017,
the Philippines will be able to showcase not only its distinct and unique tourism destination, but also allow
ASEAN delegates to bear witness to the warm, friendly
and hospitality of the Filipino people.
What is being done?
New tourism destinations and products are being prepared for the Visit ASEAN@50 celebration.
This includes the development of Siargao, Zamboanga
and Davao as a multifaceted destination in southern Philippines; Iloilo, Bohol and Negros in central Philippines to
showcase beach holiday and culture; and Vigan, Laoag,
Aurora, Palawan and Albay to highlight the diverse nature
and cultural wonders in northern Philippines.
Close cooperation with the private sector is also being
undertaken to develop tour packages and circuits.

John Conceicao
Executive director, International Relations & Market
Planning and Oceania, Singapore Tourism Board
Is your country ready for Visit ASEAN@50 campaign?
For Singapore – we are honoured and excited to be the
host country of the 36th ASEAN Tourism Forum (ATF),
which also celebrates ASEAN’s 50th anniversary.
What is being done?
The ASEAN member states will be launching the Visit
ASEAN@50: Golden Celebration campaign during ATF

Kobkarn Wattanavrangkul
Minister of tourism and sports
Is your country ready for Visit ASEAN@50 campaign?
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We are very ready for Visit ASEAN@50
because Thailand has long been aware of
the importance regional tourism.
Now, the trend of tourism is for the
connectivity of tour routes to meet tourists’ demands. Thailand has run the ASEAN Connect project with the theme Two
Countries, One Destination for nearly two
years. The project is a collaboration between Thailand and its neighbours. For
instance, Thailand has introduced tour
routes that are connected to Cambodia,
Laos, Myanmar and Vietnam, both by air
and road.
Apart from linking tourist destinations
to attract travellers from other regions,
Thailand is also promoting regional travel, as the country believes that the sustainable growth of tourism needs cooperation
with other countries.
What is being done?
The ASEAN Connect project is considered
as part of Visit ASEAN@50. Under this
project, Thailand has organised fam trips
and invited journalists and potential
agents in longhaul markets to survey tour routes such as the Chiang Mai-Bagan-NaypyidawBangkok route. Thailand has
also worked with Cambodia,
Laos and Vietnam to connect to tour routes, either by
air or road, in those neighbouring countries.
Officials are also in the
midst of planning connecting
water routes that will involve
countries already possessing water
tours like Indonesia and Singapore.
How significant is Visit ASEAN@50 campaign to your country and what do you
hope to achieve from it?
Thailand believes that the strength of
neighbouring countries will promote
tourism growth in the region. I think that
ASEAN tourism will continue to grow by
eight to 10 per cent for the next five to 10
years, and all countries will enjoy the mutual benefit.
This is because when our neighbouring countries have good economies
and generate revenue from tourism,
more ASEAN tourists will visit Thailand. The growth trend is obvious as
the number of ASEAN tourists to Thailand rose from 7.8 million in 2015 to
8.6 million in 2016, and is likely to go
up to 9.3 million in 2017.
As well, Thailand views ASEAN as
a sizeable market, reducing the risk of
depending only on its main market, China.
Editor’s note: Response from the Vietnamese
tourism authorities was unavailable at
press time
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A vintage stay and venue in Yangon

Bintan Lagoon Resort

Located close to downtown Yangon, the Vintage
Luxury Yacht Hotel is perfect for guests who
wish to enjoy the sights and sounds of Myanmar. It offers luxurious, state-of-the-art facilities
across five decks, all bearing a royal British
era theme. Guests can dine at restaurants that

serve cuisines from all around the world and
relax at the wellness centre where a range of
Thai- and Burmese-style treatments are available. Large corporate functions and intimate
parties alike can be held at this hotel.
Visit www.vintageluxuryhotel.com

Cambodia Angkor Air
brings Asians to Cambodia

Bintan Lagoon Resort
– an integrated attraction
Located a 75-minute direct ferry ride from Singapore and a 1.5-hour flight from Jakarta, the
300-hectare award-winning Bintan Lagoon Resort (BLR) is the premier lifestyle destination for
leisure, golf and MICE events with its own ferry terminal.
As Bintan’s largest integrated resort, BLR boasts a dedicated conference centre called the
Great Hall, covering a combined open space area of over 20,000 square feet, an astounding column-free banquet hall holding up to 1,300 guests and an outdoor roof terrace for 200
guests. Its Adventure Training Centre, is designed to foster leadership, teambuilding and innovation with professionally customised programmes.
A comfortable range of accommodation from 470 spacious, contemporary rooms/suites and
self-catering villa as well as numerous culinary options awaits.
Since mid-2015, the resort has been undergoing a major upgrading transformation including
the revitalisation of F&B outlets through name changes, new interiors, technology, updated
menu concepts and friendly pricing structures, as well as beautification works on the landscape
to offer clear, unobstructed views of the sea and pleasing aesthetics.
Guests can choose from a broad slew of leisure pursuits: two large swimming pools, two
championship 18-hole golf courses and a host of 50-plus land and sea activities including a
day spa.
Contact: gerald@bintanlagoon.com and agnes@bintanlagoon.com

Discover tourism gems in the Mekong
Mystery of Mekong Travel is a young
travel company that specialises in exotic
travel experiences in Cambodia, Vietnam
and Laos. It customises travel requests of
individual and group travellers for accom-

modation, tours and transfers, activities,
restaurant and spas. On top of that, it
also offers event management services to
corporations.
Contact: info@mysteryofmekong.com

Headquartered in Phnom Penh, Cambodia Angkor Air operates a network that extends beyond Cambodia. From Phnom Penh International Airport, Siem Reap International Airport
and Sihanouk International Airport, the airline
flies to various destinations in South-east
Asia such as Vientiane and Luang Prabang in
Laos; Kuala Lumpur in Malaysia; Singapore;
Bangkok in Thailand; and Da Nang, Hanoi and
Ho Chi Minh City in Vietnam.

Expansions on the horizon
for Park Hotel Group
Established in Hong Kong with one hotel in
1961, Park Hotel Group has since grown
into an international hotel company with 14
properties across 10 cities.
Properties sit under two brands – luxury
Grand Park and upscale Park Hotel – and
offer more than 4,000 rooms in the region’s
key gateway cities altogether.
Park Hotel Group’s most exciting developments in South-east Asia in 2017 include the
planned opening of Park Hotel Farrer Park
and the completion of refurbishment works at
Grand Park City Hall.
Centrally situated and in one of Singapore’s most bustling districts, Park Hotel
Farrer Park enjoys a prime location atop
Farrer Park MRT station, providing unbeatable
accessibility around the vicinity, to the city
and the Central Business District. Standing
tall among surrounding shopping complexes,
quaint restaurants and historical shophouses,

Peaceful sunset on the Mekong river in Vietnam

Island adventures with Floressa Bali Tours
Established in Bali 1981, Floressa Bali
Tours organises programmes for a variety of
clientele across various islands of Indonesia,
including Komodo, Flores, Timor, Sumba,
Rote, Sabu, Java, Sumatra, Kalimantan,
Sulawesi and Papua.
Operations are supported by branch

offices across the country, and led by an
experienced team of individuals.
Its services include customising itineraries
for families, corporate incentives, business
travel, special interest groups, and hotel and
transfer bookings.
Contact: info@floressatours.com

Beyond South-east Asia, Cambodia Angkor Air flies to three cities in China and Hong
Kong. Visit www.cambodiaangkorair.com/en

One
Farrer
& SPA Maldives
Grand
ParkHotel
Kodhipparu,

the 20-storey new-build hotel with its sleek
glass exteriors offers panoramic views of the
vibrant district.
Home to a mix of 300 contemporary guest
rooms, sky loft and family loft rooms coupled
with modern amenities, the hotel also features
three dining outlets, a swimming pool and
gymnasium ideal for business travel or family
holidays.
Outside of South-east Asia, Park Hotel
Group is gearing up for the 2017 opening of
Grand Park Kodhipparu, Maldives and Park
Hotel Yeongdeungpo, Seoul.
At ATF 2017, Park Hotel Group looks
forward to “a great opportunity for our sales
teams to gather feedback from our customers, exchange valuable insights about the
latest tourism trends, products and services
and seek new opportunities to work together”,
according to Anne Tan, group sales director.
Contact: sales@parkhotelgroup.com
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New brands on the block
South-east Asia-based hotel companies are launching brands faster than one can open the door to a
guestroom. TTG Show Daily takes a look at 10 new brands that have surfaced in the region and beyond
TIN HOTELS

Since its founding in 1992, Singaporebased GHM Hotels has catered to people
who don’t want to be seen – those who value the discreet, private, serene and elegant
style of its hotels.
The chain is breaking this mould by going into the mid-tier segment with a new
brand, Tin Hotels, which targets people
who want to be seen – today’s dominant
population comprising the large middle
class and millennials who are social-conscious and for whom elegance is whether
or not the technology works.
The first hotels are expected to be
opened in Dubai and Oman in the next
few years, with a target of 35 properties in
2022.
Why the name Tin? Explained Hans R
Jenni, co-founder and president of GHM:
“We had initially played with the conceptual idea to do a one-off artistic hotel built
out of shipping containers or a modular
building structure, hence ‘Tin’.
“Starting with this initial idea, we realised there was a real opportunity in the
market for a lifestyle hotel positioned in
the mid-market segment. As we evolved
the concept, we fell in love with the name
‘Tin Hotels’. It is unusual and easy to

pronounce in just about every language,
whether Chinese, English or German.”
Tin Hotels will be stylish and created as
design icons, but not serene, he said. F&B
will be an important part of the experience, featuring social spaces with interesting food outlets and a rooftop Tin Bar by
the pool with music officiated by a DJ.
The entire ground floor will be a bustling café-centric space offering excellent
coffees, cakes and casual food. This sets
the scene for a 24/7 venue where one can
have a quick meal, a coffee meeting or just
be the in-spot for the local community to
gather, Jenni said.
Asked if GHM’s upmarket image might
be compromised by the move into midtier, Jenni said: “On the contrary, we want
to import those same attributes – superlative design, exceptional guest experience,
etc – that have served us so successfully at
the luxury segment these last 25 years and
create another Style to Remember (GHM’s
tagline) in a new segment.”
“Launching Tin Hotels will not take
anything away from GHM Hotels,” he
added. “Whether it’s our own core brands
Chedi and Chedi Club or Ahn Luh, the
same steadfastly-held corporate philoso-

He made a statement when he opened Potato Head Beach Club, Bali in 2010. That
sexy, cutting-edge design beachfront attraction comprising three restaurants, two
bars, an infinity pool and a 500m2 lawn
draws on average 2,500 people daily.
In 2016, Ronald Akili, CEO of PTT
Family, branched into hotels with the

INTHIRA HOTELS

Inthira Hotels evolved from Inthy Deuansawan’s Lao tourism empire. It started
in 1998 at Khop Chai Deu restaurant in
Vientiane. Deuansawan talked to tourists
and discovered most agents only offered
classic tours.

lifestyle experiences. Just as we have done
with GHM hotels, Tin Hotels will set new
benchmarks across this mid-tier segment.” – Raini Hamdi

Artist’s impression of a Tin Hotels room

opening of Katamama Bali, which aims to
attract travellers who appreciate artisanal
design and want to experience understated luxury and Indonesian culture in a
contemporary context. Every aspect of the
58-suite hotel is the work of Indonesia’s
finest craftsmen, he said.
“We spent a lot of time researching the

techniques and the craftsmanship that
best represent Indonesia, on everything
from traditional architecture to fabrics,
amenities to art, and we chose the best
practices and partners,” said Akili.
“For example, our more than one million hand-pressed bricks were created
using a technique traditionally used in
the building of Balinese temples and we
worked with our long-time collaborator,
Indonesian architect Andra Martin, to
create the modern exterior of the hotel.”
Now, Akili is set to spin off Potato
Head as a hotel brand with two new projects under construction in Seminyak and
Canggu, Bali. The former is in collaboration with world-renowned architecture
practice OMA headed by Rem Koolhass,
while the latter will be designed by Marcio
Kogan of Studio MK27.
Born in Jakarta in 1981, Akili lived in
Hawaii from the age of 13 and did a Master’s Degree in Entrepreneurial Studies
at the Hawaii Pacific University before
returning to Indonesia at the age of 22.
His passion is “creating unique hospitality concepts”, nurtured by his parents
who own one of Indonesia’s most recognised travel agencies, Smailing Tour.
“Coming from a family who has ties
to the travel industry, being a hotelier
has long been my childhood dream.
Growing up, I frequently traversed the
globe and was always interested in seeing how hotels operate,” he said.

“I like adventure. I wanted to provide
something different,” he said, so he founded Green Discovery Laos in 2004 and set
up shop around Laos.
He realised his restaurant and tour
portfolio was missing hotels. The launch

of Inthira Thakaek in 2008 marked the
start of the chain. Inthira Van Vieng and
Inthira Champasak followed soon after.
“Inthira targets guests who expect a
stylish and comfortable room with a view.
Hotels are centrally located in a historical

Katanama Bali roof top suites

POTATO HEAD

phy continues to ring true.
“Yes, a Tin hotel may have smaller room
sizes or have lower price entry points, but
each will still wow with its design and

Akili plans to expand into global locations, including Tokyo and Australia,
with owned and managed hotels that follow the brand’s guideline – “dedication
to craftsmanship and creativity, artisanal
design, while capturing the warmth and
intimacy of a private home”, he said. –
Raini Hamdi

Ronald Akili

setting, and Inthira looks to refurbish historic buildings,” he said.
Inthira plans to open two more properties in 2018: a centrally located hotel in
Vientiane and a Luang Prabang riverside
resort.
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BATIQA HOTELS

Batiqa Hotel Cirebon

Batiqa
Hotels
was launched in
March by Surya
Internusa Group,
which has decades of experience
in hospitality industry investment
as owner of Gran
Melia Hotel Jakarta,
Melia Bali Hotel and
Banyan Tree Ungasan Resort, Bali.
The company decided to enter
the hotel management business by setting
up Batiqa Hotel Manajemen in 2013, specialising in three-star properties.
Matthew Lim, director of operations
at Batiqa Hotels, said: “With more than
60 million productive Indonesian citizens
in the middle class and 10 million international tourist arrivals per year (2015),

DHAWA

Banyan Tree Hotels & Resorts’ newest
brand Dhawa is aimed at technology and
design-savvy millennials, the fourth after
its Angsana, Banyan Tree and Cassia (get
the alphabetical order?) that cater to different market segments.
Dhawa properties will also be strategically sited in culturally-rich destinations.
The first – Dhawa Cayo Santa Maria – for
example, will be in Cuba, and is scheduled
to open this month.

KOKOTEL

As a father of two, Singapore-based
Japanese Rei Matsuda, CEO of Kokotel
(Thailand), often found himself dissatisfied with the accommodation options
whenever his family of four travel within
South-east Asia. The conventional room
layouts designed for two often meant that
his children had to stay in separate rooms,
which could be a hassle especially when
the entire family travelled on a single suitcase.
Envisioning a clean, affordable and
child-friendly property that allows more
of the family travel budget to be spent
on food, souvenirs and experiences instead, the Cornell Hotel School graduate
and former management consultant and
investor conceived the idea of a “bed and
café” hotel concept.
Backed with a 100 million baht
(US$2.9 million) investment from Japanese entrepreneur Shuhei Morofuji, CEO
of venture-building company REAPRA,

With a tagline No room for the ordinary, Dhawa’s ambitions extend next to
China, the first being in Bo’ao in Hainan
province.
The hotel will have 516 keys, five restaurants and four bars, two swimming
pools, a spa and fitness centre, kids club
and a theatre with daily live entertainment. There is a 500m stretch of white
sandy beach and a wide array of water
sport activities.

Matsuda established Newlegacy Hospitality in May 2015 in Bangkok. In February
2016, the 40-room Kokotel Surawong debuted with guestrooms that can accommodate up to four pax, plus a cosy café
and kids’ play area – sans lobby – in the
ground-floor public area.
Besides focusing on the niche markets of families and females travellers, the
Kokotel brand is conceived to “fill the gap
between unhappy owners and unhappy
travellers”, Matsuda said. To keep costs
down and optimise revenues for small
property owners, many of whom lack
expertise in running hotels, Kokotel will
leverage a “centralised operation concept”
with leasing or management contract options.
“We operate many small hotels like one
big hotel. Many functions are centralised
at the headquarters to allow only a small
number of people working at the property
level,” he elaborated. “This model allows

137 PILLARS HOTELS & RESORTS
137 Pillars Suites Bangkok

From its first hotel, 137 Pillars House
Chiang Mai which opened in December
2011, Thailand’s Wongphanlert family
has created a new luxury boutique hotel

management company, 137 Pillars Hotels
& Resorts.
The group is now building two more
hotels, 137 Pillars Suites Bangkok, sched-

three-star properties could capture a wider market in Indonesia.
“Batiqa sees the opportunity to deliver a four-star experience and service
at three-star pricing and construction
cost.”
The name Batiqa is derived from the famous Indonesian cloth, batik, and Grade
A quality, he said. Batik represents Indonesian hospitality, brand and culture,
while Grade A quality represents consistent, world-class service.
The first property, Batiqa Hotel &
Apartments Karawang, 52km east of
Jakarta, opened in 2014. Today Batiqa
operates six hotels with more than 700
keys, and has two hotels under construction.
“We plan to have 10 more hotels by the
end of 2017; Jakarta and Surabaya will be
the part of this expansion plan,” Lim said.
– Mimi Hudoyo

Dhawa’s Cocoon room

Kokotel Surawong

owners to enjoy higher gross operating
profit ratio while Kokotel as an operator
will enjoy economy of scale.”
Kokotel is currently actively pursuing
both leasing and management contracts
in Bangkok and other major Thai cities

including Chiang Mai and Krabi. Matsuda aims to expand the management
contracts to other parts of South-east Asia
and South Asia, with an aim to roll out
1,000 properties by 2026. – Xinyi LiangPholsena

uled to open in February 2017 with 34
suites and 179 private residences, and
137 Pillars Estate, scheduled to open in
early 2019 on Phuket’s Kata Beach with 62
suites and villas.
Heading the new management company is COO Christopher E Stafford, who
has put in place executive team members
including five group directors overseeing
projects and technical services, sales and
marketing, culinary, F&B and finance.
Stafford moved into the COO role from
working with the family as vice president
hotel operations of SilverNeedle Hospitality, which will continue to manage the
137 Pillars House Chiang Mai until this
December.
Stafford said there’s a window to create
a branded luxury boutique hotel company.
“I’m aiming for 20 hotels in the next

five years, their size not more than 60 keys
ideally and only all suites or all villas.
“There is going to be demand for this,”
Stafford said, explaining that by remaining small, the brand would be able to retain “real hospitality”.
He agreed that competition exists as the
number of Asian hotel management companies focusing on luxury boutique keeps
growing.
“Our advantage is our owners have
land banks. I also believe that to expand, I
need to look outside the shell of Thailand.
The real opportunity today is in places like
Sri Lanka, Myanmar, Laos, Cambodia and
Vietnam,” he said.
Aside from the Bangkok and Phuket
developments, Stafford revealed “we’ve
also acquired land in Phang Nga for development”. It is also eyeing management
contracts. – Raini Hamdi

FOR FAMILIES, GOLFERS & CORPORAT
BLR IS

ES

BLR IS THE PLACE TO

PARTY

RELAXING
310 hectares of land with19 lakes
1.5 Kms Long Private Beach
Direct Ferry Service
from Singapore
• Daily flights from Jakarta
• Dedicated Concierge Service
• 470 Rooms, Suites & Villas
• Five-Star Modern Amenities
• Shopping Arcade

Home to Bintans favourite
nightclub SILK Nightclub & KTV
• Karaoke Lounge & Bar
• Themed Beach & Villa Parties
• Private parties
• Unique Wedding Concepts
• Destination Dining
• BLR Monthly Parties

•
•
•

•

BLR IS THE PLACE TO

MEET

Corporate Meetings &
Conferences
• 10 Meeting Rooms
• Largest Convention Centre in
Bintan - The Great Hall
• Team Building Activities including
BLR Amazing Race
• Outdoor Adventure
Training Centre
•

BLR IS FULL OF
FUN & ADVENTURE
Two large swimming pools
14 Food & Beverage Outlets
Over 50 Land & Sea Activities
including ATV, Ninebots, Jet Ski,
Archery, Paddle Boating, Air
Rifle and more!
• Family friendly activities
• Largest Kids Jungle Gym
• All day dinning options available
• Quarterly Themed Events
• Festive Programs for all major
Singapore & Indonesian holidays
• Curated Tours & Excursions
around Bintan
•
•
•

BLR IS

GOLF
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

2 championship 18 hole golf
courses - Jack Nicklaus Sea
View Course and Ian Baker
Finch Woodland Course.
Golf Club
Golf Pro Shop
Monthly Events & Tournaments
for members and guests
31-Bay Driving Range
Practice Putting Greens
Golf Buggies & Caddies

BLR IS

REJUVENATING
•
•
•
•
•

24 Hours In-Room
Massage Service
Day Spa with signature
treatments
Beach massage huts
Foot & Shoulder Massage Parlour
Golfers Massage Service

BOOK NOW AT
www.bintanlagoon.com
For more information email us at reservations@bintanlagoon.com or call +65 6223 3223
Follow us on
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OASIA

Far East Hospitality (FEH), Singapore’s
largest operator of hotels and serviced
residences, is looking to expand its Oasia brand across Singapore and Malaysia.
The brand debuted in Singapore with the
opening of the 428-room Oasia Hotel Novena in 2011.
Arthur Kiong, CEO of FEH, said Oasia “is a departure from the traditional
star-rating system, and we believe that the
brand’s clear focus on health and wellbeing will resonate with our business and
leisure guests”.
Elaborating on how Oasia hotels focus

NOKU ROXY

Roxy-Pacific Holdings Singapore, which
owns the 500-room Grand Mercure Roxy
Hotel Singapore, has launched its own
upscale boutique brand, Noku Roxy, with
one hotel in operation in Kyoto and two
others being developed in Phuket and the
Maldives.
Noku-Roxy Phuket will have 90 rooms

on wellness, Kiong said: “Be it business
or leisure, the Oasia brand is created
to provide a restorative respite in
the city that inspires and empowers guests to refresh, refuel and recharge.”
For instance, at the 314-key Oasia
Hotel Downtown which opened in
April 2016, guests who wait to check
in at the reception can get comfy on
the armchairs and plush sofas, which
help inject a resort vibe into otherwise another typical city hotel, he
said.

and five villas and will open in 2018. In the
Maldives, it is re-working an existing property with 50 villas, 45 minutes away from
Male, into another Noku Roxy.
The brand is the brainchild of Roxy-Pacific’s executive director and managing director Chris Teo, whose stints with Amanresorts and Mandarin Oriental Hotel

Noku Kyoto

Arthur Kiong

Group before helming Roxy-Pacific’s hotel
ownership business shape his vision for a
brand that offers deep local insights and
personalised service at affordable prices.
To do that, Teo keeps Noku Roxy hotels small in room count, sited in strategic
locations, featuring artisanal yet modern
design and offering personal recommendations on the hidden gems of the place.
The 81-room Noku Kyoto, for example, features handpicked art unique to
each room. It is located directly across the
Kyoto Imperial Palace and has its own map
of the Kyoto city centre that recommends
favourite local haunts and restaurants, access into exclusive artisanal houses and
the best sightseeing spots, many of which
Teo has himself tried and tested. Guests
can also reserve personalised walking
tours with in-house guides and receive
itineraries or day-trip recommendations from Noku Kyoto’s staff.
Rates start from 20,000 yen
(US$192).
“I always have in mind the upperscale four-star boutique hotels as I

Kiong said: “Given the changing time
zones, travel delays and meetings, business travel often leave travellers with little
opportunity for wellness.”
Also new in FEH’s portfolio is the 140unit serviced residence, Oasia Residence, Singapore, which opened in late
2016. Across the border, FEH debuted
its first hotel in Malaysia, the 247room Oasia Suites Kuala Lumpur.
By the end of 2016, the Oasia
brand has injected an additional 700
rooms to FEH’s portfolio. – Paige
Lee Pei Qi

believe there is still a lot of room in Asia
for a product that offers the local character and personalised service, but at nonluxury prices,” said Teo.
– Raini Hamdi

Chris Teo

M SOCIAL

Singapore’s most famous hotel investor
Kwek Leng Beng had the idea for M Social
some six to seven years ago, when millennial-minded hotels weren’t yet the rage.
The first M Social hotel (right), designed by Philippe Stark, opened in
Singapore in June 2016. Millennium &
Copthorne aims to plant M Social hotels
in other cities such as Auckland, Silicon
Valley in California and Seoul.
While design is a key element, success also rests on how well the hotels can
‘speak the language’ of this customer set,
observed Millennium Hotels & Resorts
president-Asia, Cetin Sekercioglu. A lot of
time was thus spent getting the right staff
and building the M Social culture, he said.
For its mass hiring, for example, M Social Singapore held an ‘open house’ poolside party at one of sister properties in

Singapore. An ad in the local papers said
it was looking for “superheroes to save
the world”, not the usual posts such as
captains and waiters. There were colourful floats in the pool and attendees were
free to take a dip or help themselves to a
BBQ. The more sociable ones with personality and people interaction skills were
earmarked for potential hires.
The 293-room hotel has only 100 staff.
“The old staff-to-room ratios no longer
apply with the changing customer, who
wants to enjoy the hotel facilities without
going through the usual hassle of having to
check in, get their key at the counter, etc
(the hotel is the first in Singapore to implement self check-in and check-out kiosks in
the lobby),” Sekercioglu pointed out.
“Thus, when we looked at the concept
of the guest experience, we had to re-

design the SOP to be multi-tasking and
come up with new training materials and
programmes. We spent a lot of time on
creating the tasks and jobs which could be
performed by many people rather than by
specific people. ”
As the hotel chain is eyeing global expansion for the brand, the first baby is important, he said.
“It is about how do you create the perception of difference, from the customer’s
point of view, on both the hardware and
software. It’s also about their perception
of value – is the value proposition acceptable for the market you’re going after?
“We are confident this brand will be
successful in Singapore and, having seen
what we offer, more developers will be interested – we are already in talks for a few
projects,” said Sekercioglu. – Raini Hamdi

M Social Singapore

LO & BEHOLD

The Warehouse Hotel

Having made its name in F&B in Singapore with several cutting-edge concepts,
The Lo & Behold Group has forayed into
hotels with its first, The Warehouse Hotel, Singapore, a 37-room luxury boutique establishment which opened by
end-2016 in a, well, warehouse of course,
or what locals call ‘godown’. It hopes to
fill a niche “somewhere between the big
brands and the small boutiques”, said
Wee Teng Wen, managing partner at Lo
& Behold.
“The market was missing a portal to local culture with depth and soul that would

still over-deliver on comfort and the basics,” added Wee, who described hotels
as “one long extended meal that runs 24
hours instead of three.”
The Warehouse Hotel aims to deliver
an authentic Singaporean experience for
guests, from its F&B offerings to architectural tours of the surrounding Robertson
Quay area where it is located. It does not
feature the usual amenities like gym or
spa, due to space restrictions, but leverages the company’s F&B acumen to offer
a chic lobby bar and a 50-seat restaurant
featuring local classics.
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Asia’s
lifelong
voyagers

China’s affordability and scenic landscapes make it a popular destination for
many Asian senior tourists

As populations grey in Asia, senior tourists are making up a growing proportion of
leisure travellers to become a business goldmine for travel agencies. TTG Show
Daily uncovers the unique preferences of this segment

SINGAPORE

Paige Lee Pei Qi

Singapore has one of the fastest-ageing
populations in Asia, and the outbound silver tourist segment is becoming increasingly valued by local agents.
Chan Brothers Travel’s head of marketing communications, Jane Chang, said the
company observed a continuous increase
in demand from silver travellers, who constitute 40 per cent of bookings to Europe
and Asia, and about 60 per cent of bookings to China with a fairly consistent yearon-year growth of about 10 per cent.
Some 35 per cent of Dynasty Travel’s
leisure travel segment now belong to the
“silver category” of travellers aged 50 and
above, according to director of marketing
communications Alicia Seah.
And this segment is proving a stable
and valuable one too. Said Seah: “They are
lesser risks takers (and) will rely on travel
agents’ expertise to provide the travel
packages – whether group tours or customised travel.”
She also observed a greater willingness
among this segment to “pay more to get
value for money tours, stay at quality hotels and (sample) the best of local cuisines”.

Seah explained: “With a satisfactory
disposable income, less home responsibilities, more time to travel and relatively
good health, (seniors) are expected to
spend more than all other age groups on
their travels.”
Chan Brothers has likewise witnessed
“an increasingly strong co-relating trend
of higher spending and frequency of purchases” in the senior segments than other
age groups, said Chang.
As for preferred destinations, Seah said
this group has the appetite to visit lesser explored destinations like Namibia, Tanzania,
Iceland, Greenland and Eastern Europe.

MALAYSIA
S Puvaneswary

In Malaysia, changing travel motivations
have pegged senior tourists as a significant
segment of leisure travellers with desire
for particular itineraries and destinations.
“In the past, senior travellers (tended
to go) abroad for a (given) reason, such
as to visit friends and relatives or attend
their children’s convocation. But the trend
has started to change with more seniors
travelling simply to enjoy the destination
and what it has to offer,” noted John Chan,

business development director at Kris In-ternational Traveltours.
Abdul Rahman Mohamed, deputy
general manager, channel management
at Mayflower Acme Tours, said: “Many
of them are well-travelled, so they like
to visit (fresh) destinations such as Latin
America, Scandinavian countries and the
Balkans. In South-east Asia, Myanmar
and Laos are popular with this segment as
both are relatively new destinations.”
Chan further observed in the segment
a returning preference for North Asian
destinations in the past two years over tra-ditional favourites like Australia, Europe
and the US due to a weak ringgit.
He explained: “China, South Korea and
Japan are popular destinations due to the
aggressive marketing efforts of the respective NTOs and the travel documentaries
on TV about these destinations. With
LCCs flying into secondary destinations,
many are also venturing beyond capital
cities to secondary cities (in North Asia).”
Abdul added: “They also like to be engaged in activities while travelling, so we
throw in items such as cooking classes, art
appreciation workshops or introductory
wine tasting workshops.”
Meanwhile, Desmond Lee, group
managing director at Apple Vacations &

Longhaul destinations
are typically preferred
given the time and
money (senior) travellers
have, but they are not adventurous enough to go
on their own.
Cindy Young
Managing director, Sunflower Travel
Service Hong Kong
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Conventions, sees an uptick in demand
for cruise holidays among senior citizens
in recent years. He shared: “This is due to
more cruises coming to Singapore, more
awareness created by the cruise operators,
and more travel agents selling cruises.”
Specifically, cruises appeal to seniors
for their all-inclusive packages and offer
“a convenient way of visiting destinations
without having to move hotels”, said Lee.

THAILAND

Michael Sanderson

Thai retirees are increasingly independent
and app-happy travellers in familiar Asian
countries, but tend to rely on tour operators when venturing farther afield.
MD Tours operations officer Wasuma
Sivapiroonthep said Thailand’s baby
boomer generation is becoming more
tech savvy when travelling aboard but they
are not necessarily more adventurous.
Wasuma said Europe, Japan and the
US were top destinations, similar to the
broader outbound trends from Thailand,
although South Korea and South-east Asia
were a higher priority for younger travellers. “In Europe they tend to buy tours and
go in groups,” Wasuma said.
On the other hand, those visiting Japan
tend to opt for independent travel. “With
Google, even in Japan they can see everything, from train schedules to hotels. They
can Google and book through Agoda,”
Wasuma added.
While Wasuma was unable to provide
the proportion of MD Tours’ clients in the
baby boomer age bracket, she said they
prefer relaxing activities like sightseeing
and walking tours.
Thai Mice’s Jim Kullapat said while the

majority of his company’s outbound customers were business-focused, there had
been a recent spike in the number of older
travellers arranging trips to Myanmar as
it had been off-limits for so long and the
country’s temples are top draws for seniors keen to see other cultures practising
Buddhism.
Meanwhile, the Thai government’s
push for domestic tourism and its attempt
to cope with the ageing population by allowing civil servants to delay retirement
until 65 may hamper outbound travel
from the retiree market in the years ahead.

Asian senior couple enjoying a retirement
trip to Thailand’s floating market

INDONESIA

Mimi Hudoyo

Unique needs and preferences are surfacing among Indonesian senior travellers, a
segment that often travel as part of multi-generational families and within likeminded communities.
Travelling with the extended family is
seen as an important activity for bonding.
The preferred time to do it is during Lebaran (Muslim end of fasting month) holiday, where offices and schools are closed,
usually for one week.
Such travel configurations require special efforts by agents to make sure needs of
the different age groups are taken care of.
Putu Ayu Aristyadewi, vice president
marketing & communications, Smailing
Tour, said: “The elderly travellers may not
be able to follow all the programmes that
their children and grandkids like, such as
climbing the Great Wall. We (arrange for
a guide) to stay with silver travellers while
their family enjoy the Great Wall.”
Meanwhile, most senior travellers opt
for tours specially tailored for the family.

(Senior travellers) tend to have a mix of organised travel
as well as free and independent travel. They are after an
authentic experience, choosing to plunge themselves
into the destination to learn, not simply sightsee.
Marty Byrne
National travel manager, National Seniors Travel Australia
C
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Cruise holidays are picking up steam
among senior travellers
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Willy Sihombing, owner of Sedona Holidays, Medan, said such tours are usually
designed to leave out strenuous physical
activities, on top of having itineraries
which are less packed with activities.
Another group of silver travellers are
those who travel with communities of fellow seniors, which could include friends,
prayer groups, sports groups or those who
share similar interests.
Adi Pratama, assistant vice president
product & market development of Panorama Tours, shared that cruising holidays
are becoming popular among these senior

ATF Daily 2017 Quarter Page FA.pdf

communities.
“We see such groups taking cruise holidays together. As they are retirees, they can
spend up to a month cruising.
“This is quite a new development. In
the past, travellers think that cruising is
boring. They started with a short cruise
(before progressing to) longer cruise
trips,” he added.
Willy remarked: “Not all silver travellers are weak. We have catered a group
who were healthy and strong. They took a
hiking tour of a tea plantation. The members are 65 years old and above.”
1
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Destination Singapore

The positive China effect
Strong growth potential in the Chinese travel market casts a rosy glow on Singapore’s tourism prospects in
2017, although concerns exist for other source markets as economic woes hit, reports Paige Lee Pei Qi

C

hanges are in the wind for Singapore’s line-up of top tourism
source markets. According to
latest data from the Singapore
Tourism Board (STB), China overtook Indonesia as the city-state’s top performing
source market in 1H2016, with 1.5 million
arrivals, up 55.2 per cent. Indonesian arrivals for that period stood at 1.4 million,
up 7.3 per cent.
Overall arrivals to Singapore in 1H2016
rose 12.5 per cent year-on-year to reach
8.2 million visitors.
Low See Peng, regional director, Greater China, STB said: “This strong performance could be attributed to Chinese
residents’ increased propensity to travel
and STB’s increased efforts to market
Singapore in Tier 1 and Tier 2 cities since
June 2015.”
Low added that the increased flights
from Chinese cities like Guangzhou,
Chengdu and Chongqing were important
contributors as well.
Daniel Goh, manager of Siam Express,
said: “(China) will be a strong performing

market in 2017 because of the strengthening Chinese yuan.”
He added that the stronger buying
power will enable the high-end Chinese
FIT market to continue to do well in 2017.
Keen to make the most out of China’s
outbound travel potential, the Orchard
Road Business Association (Orba) set up
a WeChat Chinese messaging account last
year to attract more Chinese shoppers to
the shopping belt.
Said Orba executive director Steven
Goh: “The Chinese are very connected
on their mobilephones and (WeChat) is a
powerful app that will help our information reach them effectively.”
Through a marketing agency in China,
Orba has been generating twice-weekly
posts on its WeChat platform to introduce
the various attractions and offerings on
Orchard Road.
On the other hand, a worrying global
economy has made some inbound tourism specialists in Singapore regard the
new year with caution.
Judy Lum, senior vice president sales

Clockwise from above: The Marina Bay district glows at sunset; a blend of heritage and modern buildings along the CBD fringes; ION Orchard shopping mall, one of Singapore’s popular retail destinations

Destination in numbers

S$700
million
The amount – equivalent to US$523
million – that backs the five-year
Tourism Development Fund, which
will support industry efforts in line
with STB’s push for quality tourism

11,276,249
The number of international visitors
to Singapore between January and
August 2016, a 10.3 YOY increase.

& marketing international market at
Tour East Singapore, said failing industries and rising unemployment rates as
well as the “effects of Brexit setting in”
will come together to “affect (UK) holidaymakers’ decisions”.

S$242.40

The average hotel room rate for the
months of January to March 2016,
compared to S$244.60 in 2015.

21%

The decline in sightseeing,
entertainment and gaming expenditure
in 1Q2016, although overall tourism
receipts rose two per cent to S$5.4
billion.
Also expecting a slowdown in tourism
business this year is GTMC Travel’s CEO
Samson Tan, who urged Singapore to
“create more niche tourism products, step
up (courtship of) untapped central Asian
markets and do more roadshows”.

PATA TRAVEL
MART 2017
September 13-15
Macao SAR

Celebrating

WHY JOIN PTM?

years

Maximise business opportunities
Two full days of over 10,000 pre-matched
appointments across the event facilitated
through PATA’s custom business
matching software.

We bring the world to you
Engage with more than
1,000 delegates
from over 60 destinations
across the globe.

Learn something new

Keep abreast of the latest trends
and insights at the PTM Forums
and PTM Talks.

REDISCOVER MACAO SAR
Unlike other travel trade shows, PTM offers delegates a new host
destination each year, showcasing the diversity of destinations across
Asia-Pacific while bringing together a new set of buyers and sellers to every
show.
Experience PTM2017 at the Chinese special administrative region (SAR) of
Macao as it positions itself as the World Centre of Tourism and Leisure after
recently introducing a pipeline of tourism facilities within the backdrop of
its vibrant Portuguese and Chinese historic legacy.
Generously hosted by the Macao Government Tourism Office (MGTO),
the event will also mark the 40th Anniversary of PATA Travel Mart.
Official Publication

REGISTER NOW FOR EARLY BIRD RATES!

www.PATA.org/PTM2017
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Destination Singapore
Products to watch

Pan Pacific Singapore

Pan Pacific Singapore has relaunched its
swimming pool after a S$3 million (US$2.1
million) revitalisation programme. Surrounded by water features and lush greenery,
the revamped pool features a new Poolside
bar, a family zone with a wading pool, and
private lounging spaces enhanced with 11
large cabanas, nine day beds and numerous
sun loungers.

The Warehouse Hotel

The Warehouse Hotel

Bungy tower in Sentosa Island

Having made its name in F&B in Singapore
with several cutting-edge concepts, The
Lo & Behold Group has now gone into the
hotels business. Its first product is The
Warehouse Hotel, a 37-room luxury boutique establishment due to open in 1Q2017.
Occupying a former godown along the
Singapore River, the hotel promises an authentic Singaporean experience for guests,
from its F&B offerings to architectural tours
of the surrounding Robertson Quay area.

Oakwood Premier OUE Singapore

Opening in mid-2017, Oakwood Premier
OUE Singapore will sit in the heart of the
CBD, offering 268 keys ranging from studio
units to one- and two-bedroom apartments.
On offer are a range of luxury facilities and
services such as private dining, a swimming
pool, fitness centre, daily housekeeping as
well as concierge.

Viewpoints
What is needed immediately to support
Singapore’s tourism growth?

Jaclyn Yeoh,
managing director,
Siam Express Singapore
All STB grants are not easy to apply for
and that does not help in boosting our
business. I think improvements on that
front will help the trade very much now.

Samson Tan,
CEO, GTMC Travel
To truly stand out from the competing
destinations around us, Singapore
needs to create much more niche
products that are different (and
exclusive) so that visitors will be
attracted to (come).

Bungy operator AJ Hackett International
is constructing a 50m-tall bungy tower on
Sentosa Island, the first of its kind for Singapore. The custom-built tower will feature

several experiences such as Double Bungy,
a 47m high jump deck; Vertical Skywalk
where guests can walk 44m down the
centre tower shaft; and a 40m-long vertical
Skybridge. It is scheduled to be completed
within 2017.

Two easily accessible nature draws are:
Gardens by the Bay, which has a 22m-high
aerial walkway linking two towering Supertrees and offering visitors a splendid view
of the massive waterfront park; and the
150-year-old Singapore Botanic Gardens

which was recently bestowed UNESCO
World Heritage Site status.
Away from the city centre is Coney Island
Park, located off the north-eastern coast
of Singapore. The rustic park is home to a
wide variety of biodiversity.

AJ Hackett bungy tower

Inspiring themes

Clockwise from above: Learn about life in the deep blue sea at S.E.A Aquarium; dig into local favourites
at Maxwell Food Centre; enjoy fresh air and beautiful flora at the 150-year-old Singapore Botanic Garden

Family fun

Much of Singapore’s family fun options are
concentrated on Sentosa island, where a
plethora of attractions are bound to keep
visitors entertained for days on end.
For families with younger tots, Port of
Lost Wonder water park will provide hours of
splashing good fun under the sun, while the
various thrilling rides and thematic zones at
Universal Studios Singapore theme park will
charm the young and young-at-heart.
For some educational fun, head to Resorts
World Sentosa’s S.E.A Aquarium, home to
over 100,000 marine animals from across
into 49 different habitats. Also, get to know
the bottlenose dolphins at Dolphin Island.

Gourmet lures

It’s no secret that Singapore is one of Asia’s
biggest culinary capitals, where generations-

old hawker fare and elegantly-plated finedining dishes are equally celebrated.
For a taste of good old street food,
Maxwell Food Centre is a great option. It
houses over 100 stalls serving favourites
of Singapore’s diverse communities.
Old Airport Road Food Centre is another
treasure trove.
Should one prefer fancier surrounds,
Marina Bay Sands offers a selection of
10 celebrity chef restaurants. The latest
of the lot is Adrift by David Myers, where
signature dishes king crab melt and wagyu
cheeseburger have won over many hungry
hearts.

Adventure in nature

Amid Singapore’s jungle of skyscrapers
are lush green spaces that offer visitors a
breath of fresh air and some outdoor fun.
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Destination Philippines

Building for future demand
Alexandre Seixas/shutterstockShutterstock

The Fun campaign is here
to stay while the Philippines gets serious about
infrastructure and safety
enhancements. Rosa
Ocampo reports

A
Enjoy Palawan’s seascapes

mid growth in Philippine tourism numbers (see Destination
in numbers) in 2016, there
emerged new challenges on the
marketing front which, together with the
existing ones concerning infrastructure
and safety, would have a bearing on inbound performance in this year.
One such challenge was whether to
change the It’s More Fun in the Philippines
campaign slogan after a Nielsen study
found out that while it’s a catchy phrase,
it has not been drawing the desired number of tourists.
However, Philippine Tour Operators
Association (Philtoa) president Cesar
Cruz countered that the campaign failed
to perform to its full potential due to the
destination’s lack of infrastructure sup-

A NEW LUXURIOUS 5 STAR & LIFESTYLE
IN BEACH RESORT OF KUTA

With its charming ambience and breathtaking ocean views, The
Anvaya Beach Resort Bali is a tropical hideaway featuring 495
modern and spacious Guestrooms, Suites and Villa with the
highest standards of facilities, amenities, and professional service
combined with uniquely Indonesian hospitality. The Anvaya Beach
Resort blends luxury accommodation, comfort and convenience to
create a wholly new resort experience. Situated a short drive from
the airport in the heart of Kuta, Bali’s fun-filled tourist capital with
activities, entertainment, shopping and pulsating nightlife right on
your doorstep, The Anvaya Beach Resort is the perfect destination
for discerning travellers seeking the ultimate 5 star hotel world class
standard in luxury living when visiting the Island of the Gods.

Jl. Kartika Plaza, Tuban, Kuta Bali 80361 – Indonesia
E-mail: sales@theanvayabali.com

For special offers and bookings call +62 361 759991
and visit www.theanvayabali.com

Destination Philippines
Viewpoints

Destination in numbers

4,464,992

The number of foreign visitors
welcomed by the Philippines in
January-September 2016, which
is up 12.1 per cent over the same
period in 2015

port and tourism products.
In the end, tourism secretary Wanda
Teo wisely decided to retain the campaign
and improve on it by highlighting the
country’s warm service and hospitality,
amid strong opposition from the travel
trade and upon the advise of UNWTO
director general Taleb Rifai.
Rajah Tours president (and ex-president of Philippine Travel Agencies Association) Jojo Clemente said a positive
outcome is that the private sector has
committed to lend support to the campaign slogan and expand their product
offerings, like what Philtoa has already

US$3.8 million

61.6%

The total tourism receipts gained for the
period of January to September 2016, up
5.8 per cent year-on-year

The market share of Asians who visited
the Philippines in January-September
2016, with the bulk of 51.9 per cent
hailing from East Asia and the rest
from South and South-east Asia

been doing over the years by creating new
tour products and activities in its annual
Caravans and Bucket List packages.
“Unfortunately, the Association’s efforts were not given the proper attention that the past administration of the
Tourism Promotions Board should have,”
Philtoa said in a position paper.
Philtoa also said that another way of
supporting the slogan is by having companies carry it and its branding in their
marketing and promotional teasers.
As of press time, the six million arrivals targeted for 2016 would have already
been exceeded especially as Teo was able
axel2001/123RF

Frolova_Elena/shutterstock

Clockwise from above: Magellan’s Cross in Cebu; City of Dreams,
Manila; reveller at the Ati-Atihan Festival in Boracay
EQRoy/shutterstock

Products to watch

MetroBank Financial Center. It will have 461
luxury rooms and suites, an entertainment
complex on the top floors and elsewhere,
Grand Ballroom, salons and F&B outlets.

Rommel Natanauan

Aqua Planet

Santa Cruz Island

Grand Hyatt Manila

When it opens in Bonifacio Global City,
Grand Hyatt Manila will occupy the top 25
floors of the country’s tallest building, the

Under construction on a 10-ha property inside Clark Freeport Zone in Pampanga, Aqua
Planet will be the country’s biggest water
theme park with more than 25 attractions
for guests of all ages. Water rides includes
Spiral Slide with four spacious slides of
different speed and course; Super Bowl
four-person raft ride; and Flow Rider, a surf
machine that stimulates the experience of
surfing. There will also be eight designated
shop and dine areas.

to convince China to lift the travel advisory to the Philippines and for Philippine
authorities to simplify visa processing for
Chinese travellers.
However, Teo expects the surge of one
million Chinese tourists to the Philippines this year to severely stretch the insufficient infrastructure and accommodation facilities in the archipelago.
“We will be expecting more tourists to
come, but I believe we are not that ready.
We should have more hotels,” said Teo,
who has been encouraging investors to
build more hotels, resorts and tourists attractions in the Philippines while rooting
for more homestays.
And to decongest Manila’s Ninoy Aquino International Airport (NAIA), Philippine Airlines and Cebu Pacific since 2016
have been increasingly using secondary
gateways like Cebu and Clark to mount
more direct flights to other countries.
Meanwhile, transport undersecretary
Roberto Lim, who is also in charge of the
aviation sector, said that starting 2017,
the government will undertake the largest
infrastructure programme in Philippine
history.
With the mantra “build, build, build”,
Lim said the government is allotting 800
billion pesos (US$16 billion) for infrastructure development on a public-private sector partnership (PPP), including
five regional projects that will be up for
bidding this year.
Also happening this year, Lim said
Puerto Princesa International Airport
will be opened and the existing facilities
at Clark International Airport will be
expanded. In 2018, the management of
NAIA is scheduled for bidding even as
it is already being decongested through
various means.
Safety and security is another challenge that the Philippines has to address.
In 2H2016, various countries issued a
travel advisory against the Philippines after Davao was bombed on September 2.
This was followed by a US travel advisory
against southern Cebu due to terrorist
threats.
Teo is being assisted by UNWTO’s Rifai in persuading countries to remove the

Great Santa Cruz Island

Known for its pink sand, this 1,877-ha
island is bigger than Boracay and is just
20 minutes by boat from Zamboanga City.
A makeover is underway to tranform the
island into a tourist attraction. Plans include retaining the island only for day trips,
assigning tourist police escorts, improving
facilities such as washrooms and huts, and
coming out with packages combining the
island with city, industrial, gastronomy and
other tours.

What is needed immediately to support
the Philippines’ tourism growth?
Lyn Galon,
Travel consultant,
Scorpio Travel and
Tours
We need more aggressive marketing
and promotions abroad. It seems that
there’s not much of these being done.
We can learn from other countries
which are less endowed than the
Philippines, but are nonetheless
effective in marketing and promoting
their tourism products.

Maritess Pastorfide,
Assistant general
manager,
Wayfair Tours
We must boost our marketing
strategies in the west - Europe, the US
and Canada. That’s where the money
is and in Europe people have four to
five weeks of vacation every year.
We need to study the marketing
efforts of other Asian countries and
understand why we’re being left
behind. We have to get the Philippines
into the brochures of European travel
agents and we need to reach out to
tour operators there.
We have to professionalise the
industry to be sustainable by teaching
industry players to be businessmen
and have their own website and email
so they can transact and have their
product information shown around the
world..

travel advisory. In southern Cebu, for instance, the travel trade is hoping for the
removal of the travel advisory as there has
been no incidence of safety and security
breach.
Bernadette de Leon, general manager
of Amiable Intertours, believes that tackling the aforementioned challenges will
enable the Philippines to bring in more
tourists in 2017.
Like other travel consultants, de Leon
said she would start promoting promising new destinations on top of the popular ones like Boracay and Palawan.

onsen spa with state-of-the-art facilities, an
infinity pool, MICE facilities and most other
facilities. The remaining 334 rooms will open
in 1Q2017.

I’m Hotel in Makati

Newly-minted I’m Hotel in Makati, a sister
property to Hotel H2O in Manila, opened in
October 2016 with 100 rooms, a 3,800m2

I’m Hotel in Makati
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Inspiring themes

From left: Interact responsibly with sharks in Palawan waters; volunteer to help locals in the Banaeu Rice Terraces rebuild their homes after the 2013 earthquake

Gourmet lures

Philippine cuisine is varied, with a heavy
fusion of local and foreign influences. Sample
the exotic in Pampanga, the country’s culinary
capital where visitors can find Bale Dutung,
the restaurant within the house of acclaimed
chef, artist and writer Claude Tayag. Foodies can indulge in sisig – grilled and diced
pig ears and chicken liver – served sizzling
or crispy, farm-raised frogs deep fried and

stuffed with ground beef, and buro or ferment- Masungi Georeserve conservation area which
ed rice with fresh shrimp sautéed in garlic and is becoming known for its limestone and karst
tomatoes and best served with mustard leaves. formation and rainforests. The long stretch
of green scenery, from Antipolo City passing
Tanay up to Pililla, is also good for cycling and
Adventure in nature
The province of Rizal, just a few hours overland motorbike excursions.
from Manila, is rich with mountain ranges and
forests ideal for mountain climbing, trekking,
Responsible travel
spelunking, river trails and a bit of canyoneer- Responsible travel options range from interacing. Recently opened in Baras, Rizal is the
tion with whale sharks in Palawan and Donsol

without harming them and their natural
habitat to helping communities in the Banaue
Rice Terraces, a UNESCO World Heritage site
in Bohol, rebuild. When earthquake ruined
many of Bohol’s ancient churches and other
tourist attractions in late-2013, it spawned
voluntourism as tourists were encouraged
to rebuild the community and develop new
attractions in Bohol to rebuild its tourism
industry.
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Outlook

Stepping into 2017 with optimism
The challenging conditions of 2016 are continuing into the new year, but South-east Asian tourism
specialists remain upbeat in their business projections for 2017. By TTG Show Daily reporters
Regional
markets
will
continue to do
well for Brunei
(due to good air
accessibility).
(They) will see
growth, provided the regional economy
improves and there are no calamities.”

We expect to see stable
growth in many areas,
especially Phu Quoc and
Quy Nhon which we predict to be
the new hot spots in 2017. With
several new developments and good
infrastructure, it’s hard not to have
success. Away from the beaches, Mai
Chau and Sapa will have sustained
growth too.”

Khirul Zainie
Managing director,
MegaBorneo Tour Planner, Brunei

Andrew Carroll
Global head of sales and marketing,
Exotic Voyages, Vietnam

Arrivals have plateaued but that should change
quickly. Myanmar is more accessible now, it’s seen
as less dangerous and more open. There’s a lot more
positive news in the world media, which contributes towards
getting more people here. But there are many challenges. I
think the country will break through though, then there will be
definite growth.”
Edwin Briels
General manager, Khiri Myanmar

“New
airline
routes,
a new terminal
at Phuket airport,
and new hotel
developments
will help to
accommodate (an expected) growth
(in tourist arrivals). Terrorism in the
country remains the main threat.”
Jean-Baptiste Richard
Assistant general manager,
EXO Travel Thailand

We’ve
never
seen a
more robust growth
in arrivals than
2016’s, with over
22 million arrivals
to date. Time and
again, Thailand has proven to be the
favourite destination of the world. (The
uptrend) will continue in 2017. The
industry is now slowly moving away
from quantity to quality and experiential
focus, which is (what) we’ve already
started pursuing to stay relevant.”
Francis R Asuncion
Vice president for Thailand,
Asiatravel.com Holdings

“With
newly
added
frequency of flights
from neighbouring
countries like
Singapore, travel
to Cambodia,
2017 looks very promising. In addition,
plans for new services from Siem
Reap to Hanoi, Danang, Shanghai and
Guangzhou are lined up to target the
Chinese and Vietnamese travellers.
Cambodia aims to hire an additional
200,000 trained travel professionals to
fulfil the target of receiving seven million
tourists by 2020.

2017 looks very positive.
Right now, the Department
of Tourism is trying to
increase arrivals from different
countries. Groundwork is being
done to allow e-visa applications for
travellers from China. Local carriers
have exciting plans for new longhaul
routes, while new destinations
are very gung-ho about improving
their tourism offerings. New hotels
continue to be rise not only in metro
Manila but throughout the country.”

Kenneth Loor
Country Manager - Cambodia and Myanmar,
Asiatravel.com Holdings

Paul So
Managing director,
Great Sights Travel and Tours, Philippines

We have full confidence of continuing our growth in established
European markets in 2017, but we are also looking at other areas
where potential is strong such as the US, the Middle East, India and
within the Asia region.”
Victor Mogilev
General manager, Diethelm Travel Thailand

“The tourism future is bright with increased
scheduled flights from Japan and New Zealand,
and chartered flights from surrounding Asian
hubs. New projects are being built and enhanced, in
anticipation of accommodating those travellers. The rise of
secondary destinations also make Vietnam exciting.”
Justin Malcom
General manager, Le Meridien Saigon, Vietnam

2016
wasn’t
very
good. There was
hesitation because
of the elections. We
expect 2017 to fare
much better and are
already seeing some positive signs in
terms of leisure and corporate travel.
The underlying potential here is huge,
but we need to be patient. I’m very
optimistic about the future. In the long
run, Yangon will be a key destination.”
Jean Marc Poli
General manager, Parkroyal Yangon, Myanmar

As Malaysia is a popular
destination for Asian
tourists, growth will
likely be steady (in 2017). The
introduction of e-visas for Chinese
and Indian tourists in 2016 will
result in a continued high growth
from both markets. Safety and
security are the main concerns
of tourists today, as a result of
the increased terrorism attacks
globally. If Malaysia can continue to
ensure the country is relatively free
from these threats, it will have an
added advantage in attracting more
tourists.”
K L Tan
Director, Borneo Trails, Malaysia

“The
US and
Australia
are always strong
source markets
for Vietnam. But
on the rise are
markets such
as Germany, one of the countries
that got to enjoy visa-free access
since last year, and Singapore
and Hong Kong due to increased
flight frequencies. South Korea has
been very healthy because of the
increased business interests and
cultural exchanges. We expect this to
continue.”
Anita Ngai
General manager,
Viator Asia Pacific, Vietnam

“Singapore
has seen
a steady
increase in arrivals
year-on-year and
we are expecting
the same in 2017.
This is supported
by new hotels in 2016 and 2017,
and major events like the F1 Grand
Prix, World Gourmet Summit and
international trade shows.”
Francis Lee
Assistant general manager – contracting,
marketing & operations,
Asiatravel.com Holdings, Singapore

Significant growth in
most European markets
in 2016 should
continue into 2017 despite
problems such as Brexit, the
refugee situation, etc. The same
is expected for other traditional
markets such as the US and
Canada. We will see more arrivals
from Latin America due to better
flight connections in 2017. East
Asian arrivals will recover and
China will remain the top source
market, especially to Bali. While
the overall outlook for 2017
is very positive, there will be
challenges as more new digital
business are pushing traditional
players into a corner.”
Siggi Neuhaus
General manager,
Caraka Travelindo Tour & Travel,
Makassar, Indonesia

“Indonesia
welcomes
the world
with free visa-onarrival for 169
countries. Plus, with
new airports and
seaports being built
and upgraded this year, and cruise
ship regulations being streamlined,
2017 looks very promising for
Indonesia.”
Anna Lee
Director – contracting, marketing &
operations, Asiatravel.com Holdings,
Indonesia
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Pictorial special
Take a closer look at all the show’s happenings
in this three-page spread photographed by
TTG Show Daily’s lensmen, Eugene Tang
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Tourist Company “Continental”
Russia’s Evgeniya Morozovskaya

Lac Hong Voyages Vietnam’s Tran Vinh Loc Jonathan and JTR Events & Marketing
Vietnam’s Tan Robert

Holiday Inn Bandung’s Lusi Susanti, Bhara Tours & Travel Bandung’s Herman
Rukmanadi, Grand Mirage Resort Thalasso Bali’s Wayan Sukasih and Caraka
Travelindo Indonesia’s Siggi Neuhaus

Royal Colourful Land Travel & Tours Myanmar’s Hla Tun and Nyunt
Nyunt Than

Meridien Travel Hungary’s Csenkeyne
Balogh Iren and Concord Group Russia’s
Olga Ikonnikova
Anju Travels-Resebyra
Sweden’s B Kummar
Moody

Bangkok Airways’ Surat Engchoun, Varong Israsena, Varongkorn Sitthisarankul,
Komkrit Ngamwongwirot, Konthi Asavaphanlert and Suchinda Tonjor

Cosmorama Greece’s Panos Kouros

Ravishing India Holidays
India’s Rajat Raj Pandey

RAS International Tours Mexico’s Reuven
Sagi, Y.S. Trael UK’s Yusuf Seedat

OGS Public Relations
& Exhibition Design
Italy’s Vittoria Vicini,
Maria Elena Puppi
and Davide Vicini

Bluewater Maribago Beach Resort Philippines’ Edna
Operana and The Baron Travel Corporation Philipines’
Eric Boroy

Chroma Hospitality Philippines’ Carmela Bocanegra, Crimson
Hotel Philippines’ Kirk Anthony Llamas and Seda Hotels Philippines’ Melissa Carlos

Francegroupe Ukraine’s Vadim
Grabarchuk
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R G Destinations India’s Chetan Gupta, Makson Travels India’s Vikram Kajaria and
MIG Travels India’s Gaurav Vora

Perfect Destinations Africa’s Shona Pittway

Hayes & Jarvis UK’s Rachael Young and Emma Mitchell

Indonesia Unique Art’s Daisy and Nusa Dua Beach Hotel &
Spa, Bali’s Iva Farida Aminaty
Tuasia by P.o.A.
Italy’s Vincenzo
Scali and Institute
of Journalism and
Communication
Switzerland’s Jof
Calstas
Discovery Holidays Thailand’s Roger
Siriboonyasuk

Travel Asia
Cambodia’s
Hong Sok
Heng

Global Asia Tours
& Travel Nepal’s
Mahendra Paudel

RZ Travels US’ M Zaki

Express Holiday Center Thailand’s Chokchai Ittipanuvat, Global
Success Learning Academy Malaysia’s Jonathan Low and Setitours Morocco’s Abdelouahid Lehyan

Wllah Travel & Tours Philippines’ Ollah De Guia Quilatan, World Quest
International Tourism Myanmar’s Melvin Maung Maung and Worldmaster
International Travel Philippines’ Leilani Agana

Gecko Incentives & Events Germany’s Henry Waltz

Who’s Loving You

This 2017?
At TTG, relationships and passion are at the heart of all we do.
Why is this important?

Because this is precisely what you would look for in your campaign partner.
Leaders who can fly your brand high, provide assured award-winning excellence
in the quality of their print and online pages, and guarantee an unsurpassed reach
to an industry audience that matters to you.
When it comes to undisputed access to the travel trade, unparalleled audited reach
across Asia-Pacific and Greater China, comprehensive foothold in the
Leisure Trade, MICE, Business Travel, Associations, and Luxury segments,
we are the clear choice.
TTG ASIA

TTG Asia luxury

TTG is here for you.
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